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SUMMARY

Energy-efficient processing of sensor information has emerged as a key challenge for the next generation system. The need for real-time processing while maintaining the quality of the processed information is critical in various applications ranging from ultra-low-power wireless sensor node to high performance mobile systems. To improve image throughput with limited power, a 3D-integration of the image compression module is proposed as a solution in this work. A methodology in designing such system is investigated considering dynamically changing requirements (varying channel condition, and throughput demand), and low power operation through system architecture and device technology choices. First, a multi-segment/multi-core image compression approach is presented as a combined solution with 3D-stacking to reduce the workload of the compression module, effectively increasing power efficiency of the system. Second, vertical stacking reduces the rate of heat removal from the compression module and ADC. This dissertation analyzes the impact of thermal coupling to the noise level of the photosensor and quality of the compressed image. The analysis observes that image quality is strongly influenced by the desired image throughput, architectural configuration of the system, and outside environment factors, as a result of die-to-die thermal coupling in the stack. Third, a heterogeneous integration of the photosensor module and compression module, each designed in different technology nodes, is presented. In particular, the opportunity of scaling the compression engine including image buffers to deep sub-micron technology is analyzed while keeping the CMOS image sensor at less advanced 180nm process. As a result, power dissipation and die area reduce with decreasing channel length, however image quality also degrades due to increased power density and reduced heat spreading. Although 3D-integration is a concrete solution to increase power/performance efficiency of the image sensing system, die-to-die thermal coupling may provide challenges in managing the quality of the compressed images.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Image sensing is an essential feature used in many fields such as consumer electronics, media, scientific research, security, medicine, and transportation. A typical digital image sensing unit consists of an image sensor, a signal processing unit (SPU), and an off-chip module for storage or transmitting the sensed image. Historically, advancement in the image sensing technology have been motivated by demands for highly functional (i.e. low noise, high dynamic range), high performance (i.e. high speed, high resolution), and low cost digital cameras and video cameras [1]. Recent advancement in portable electronics, such as smart phones and smart appliances, have fueled demands for fully integrated, small sized, and low power image sensors, while still pushing for maximum functionality and performance [1, 2].

In the last fifty years, advancement in system integration and performance has been achieved mainly through technology scaling. However, as the complexity of the system grows, floor planning constraints post new challenges in efficiently routing the interconnects and minimizing the communication bottlenecks. These issues may be minimized with 3D-integration technology [3]. For example, in a traditional 2D-integrated image sensing system, the image sensor and the SPU are placed separately with limited interconnect ports to read out the image data from the sensor to the SPU. With the 3D-integration, these two components can be stacked on top of each other, with many vertical interconnects for high bandwidth read out. In addition, the two tiers can potentially be build using different process technologies, where each component can be highly optimized [4]. This technology has the potential benefits in achieving not only high performance, but also low power and highly portable image sensing unit.

Along with improving the device technology, image processing is also an essential step
in increasing the usability of the image data. Typical examples of image processing includes data compression, noise reduction, smoothing filter, dynamic range enhancement, and features detection. Among the above, image compression is critical in reducing redundancy in the image data. For example, a JPEG2000 compression algorithm [5] typically has a compression gain of 20 percent with a 1920x1080 image resolution. The significant reduction in the image size can potentially minimize power in transferring data across a wireless channel [6], as well as store the image efficiently. However, image compression requires heavy computation, and the computing requirement grows with increasing image resolution. Therefore, it is necessary to develop techniques to maximize the efficiency of the system integration.

3D-integration may restrict heat flow generated by the SPU and other components in the system [4, 7, 8]. A variation in the temperature has direct impact to the device parameters of the photodiode arrays, the pixel circuits, and the column circuits, thus changing the CIS characteristics and affecting image quality. Essentially, there is a complex interactions between the performance, power, and thermal coupling in the integrated system. Understanding and taking the interactions into account can help avoid harmful effects on the image quality.

1.2 Existing Works

Prior works in digital image sensors date back to 1964, with the invention of the first CCD and CMOS based image sensor. Since then, developments in image sensing and compression technology have continued to progress and mature. In addition, recent developments in 3D integrated circuit (3DIC) technology have set a new trend in designing complex digital systems, and may prove beneficial for image sensing application. The following subsections briefly observe existing works in image sensor, compression, and 3DIC.
1.2.1 CMOS Image Sensor

Early development in digital image sensor technology have resulted in the creation of charge coupled device (CCD) and complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor. Nevertheless, CCD image sensor had been the primary device of choice since the beginning of its adoption in the early 1970s [9]. At that time, the CCD image sensor was proven to have extremely low noise compared to the CMOS image sensor, producing a superior image quality [1, 10]. For the next 20 years, majority of the research and development efforts had focused primarily on improving performance of the CCD image sensor. Throughout the first half of the 1990s, most of the digital still cameras and video capturing cameras used CCD technology, while only low end imaging functionality, such as an optical mouse, would consider CMOS based implementation. By the early 1990s, the CMOS process technology matured and was extensively use in digital electronics and microprocessors. Research and development efforts to improve image quality in the CMOS image sensor technology restarted, motivated by the possibility for low power operation, miniaturization, and high integration with a vision for camera-on-a-chip devices [11]. Since then, the performance of the CMOS image sensor has been steadily improving to match and potentially surpass its CCD counterpart [12].

Unlike CCD image sensor that use sequential charge transfer mechanism to read out an image (Figure 1a) [13, 14, 15], the CMOS image sensor use an X-Y address mechanism similar to the read out scheme in a digital memory (Figure 1b) [13, 16, 17]. The X-Y address scheme offers ability to access a specific pixel location, allowing for a flexible readout pattern. In addition, the CMOS image sensor has significantly lower power consumption during the readout sequence [10, 13]. In the X-Y address scheme, only activated pixels are switching. Meanwhile, in the charge transfer scheme, all the pixels have to be activated to transfer photo charges from one pixel to the next.

The active pixel sensor (APS) architecture is the prominent choice for the CMOS based pixel design. In the APS, a photo generated charge is amplified before it is read out to help
supress noise in the readout path, as opposed to the original MOS passive pixel sensor (PPS) that doesn’t have a gain stage in its pixel. During photo conversion, incidental light is linearly converted to photocurrent by the photodiode. Then this photocurrent is integrated into charge during the exposure. Finally, the collected charge is converted into voltage by the readout path. The above method is commonly referred as direct integration, and is used in the CCD image sensor as well as majority of the CMOS based pixel. In direct integration, photo conversion occurs in a highly linear fashion, and the response can be treated as an output of a linear system, hence it is often referred as linear pixel.
Although the current linear CMOS image sensors have surpassed their predecessors in many aspects, its dynamic range is still inferior as compared to the human eyes [18, 19, 20]. One possible option to improve dynamic range is by using a logarithmic photo conversion technique. Figure 2 shows a typical logarithmic CMOS image sensor (logarithmic CIS). Lights incidental to the photodiode generate photocurrent. The photocurrent has to be small enough to keep transistor M1 in the weak inversion region, hence the voltage at the source of transistor M1 has a logarithmic relationship with the photocurrent. The logarithmic CIS has a continuous pixel response, which leads to faster image capture time than direct integration sensor. The main drawback of the logarithmic CIS is its output noise is difficult to eliminate as compared to linear pixel [21, 18, 22].

### 1.2.2 Wavelet Based Image Compression Method

Image compression is essential in reducing redundancy in the image data so that data can be transmitted in an efficient way. Image compression can be divided into lossless compression and lossy compression. In a lossless compression, every single bit in the image data can be fully reconstructed to its original strings after the image is uncompressed. Huffman Coding [23], Arithmetic Coding [24], and Lempel-Ziv Coding [25, 26] are examples of famous traditional lossless compression algorithm that are still widely used today. Typical applications for lossless compression include medical imaging and space explorations [27, 28]. In a lossy compression, the image can not be reconstructed to its original image, because part of the detail in the image is discarded during compression. The lossy compression are generally capable of achieving high compression ratio with the expense of adding compression artifacts into the image. Typical applications for lossy compression include multimedia broadcasting and video streaming.
Over the years, the use of discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) as a transform stage in the compression process has gained popularity. Figure 3 shows a flowchart for typical wavelet based image compression. First, the image is transformed to its frequency-spatial representation (wavelet coefficients) using the two dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2D-DWT). Next, the wavelet coefficients are quantized, and a coding technique is applied to reduce data representation of the compressed image. A popular wavelet filters pair is the biorthogonal Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau (CDF) wavelet, which is used in JPEG2000 [29]. After the transform stage, different coding techniques such as Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) [30, 31], Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) [30, 32], Embedded Bock Coding with Optimized Truncation (EBCOT) [33], or a simple lossy thresholding method can be applied to compress the image.

However, 2D-DWT requires heavy computation [34]. Although it is easy to compute the 2D-DWT in software, it is difficult to achieve a real-time hardware based implementation especially when the desired image size and frame rate are high. In traditional digital signal processing theory, the DWT is computed using a convolution method. Research efforts in the area had developed the lifting method which significantly reduces the number of adders and multipliers [35, 36]. The 2D-DWT is effectively an extension of a 1D-DWT for transforming a two-dimensional data array. In general, the 2D-DWT is a separate two-steps process that involves applying the 1D-DWT horizontally and vertically across the image. After the first DWT step (i.e. the horizontal DWT), a storage module is required to temporarily store the intermediate data, before it is sent to the second DWT step (i.e. the vertical DWT). The size of the intermediate storage is proportional to the length and width of the image. Since then, a line based scheme was developed as a simple and effective solution to significantly reduce the intermediate storage size [37, 38]. In the line based 2D-DWT, the intermediate storage size is proportional to the length of the image and the length of the finite impulse response (FIR) filter. On the other hand, numerous non-separable techniques that compute the transform in a single step had also been presented.
Although, the non-separable techniques offer faster performance than the separable techniques, system implementation is relatively complex and requires significant hardware overhead.

### 1.2.3 3D Integrated Circuits

Vertically stacked circuits can be integrated together using the combination of through silicon vias (TSVs) and bonding structures [42, 43, 44, 45]. The die-to-die integration can be organized using a face-to-face stacking, face-to-back stacking, or back-to-back stacking.

The main benefits of 3D-integrated circuits for image sensing application include wide bandwidth interconnects, and reduced footprint of the system [3, 45]. In addition, the technology offers reduction in interconnect length, which leads to reduced interconnect delay and switching power. When an image is captured, electrical signal from each pixel has to be converted to digital signal and transferred to a storage element. In a conventional planar integration, it is a pixel by pixel sequential process. 3D-integration technology provides multiple parallel connections to the pixel array, which can reduce the capture time of the image. This technology also allows the photodiode to be build on a separate layer from the rest of the circuits to increase fill factor. In addition, the reduced footprint can be used to improve the resolution of the sensor.

However, 3D-integration technology have thermal management issues, which may hurt the image sensing application. Components such as analog to digital converter (ADC) and SPU consumes power and generates heat [46, 47]. In a dense 3D-integrated image sensor, heat flow is limited and the photo receptor circuit is thermally coupled with the rest of the system. Temperature variation affects noise behavior and pixel response characteristics of the photo sensor [10, 48].

### 1.2.4 Existing Work in 3D Integrated Image Sensor

3D integrations open new opportunities for high-speed and high-density image sensor design [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. Kiyoyama et. al. studied a block-parallel image sensing and
processing architecture to allow analog to digital conversion and other image processing algorithm tasks be distributed across multiple blocks and performed in parallel [51, 52]. However, the focus of the work is only the design of the ADC and its integration to the pixels block. One of the early 3D stacked pixel sensor circuits was demonstrated by Sun-tharalingam et. al. [53], and later by Zhang et. al. [54]. Both works demonstrated 3D stacked CIS with high fill factor by separating the photodiode and the rest of the pixel circuitry on different layers. A simple pre-processing module integration with the sensor pixel has also been demonstrated by Zhang. The above research efforts provide initial concepts of an integrated photo sensor and image processor system in a 3D-stack, and demonstrations of the key components.

1.3 Thesis Objective and Organization

Although a full integration of photo sensor module and image processing engine has been conceptualized, a thorough analysis and optimization on such system is still yet to be performed. This research builds on the prior works on the 3D image sensors, analysis of temperature effects on CIS, and wavelet based image compressions. The objective of the proposed research is to investigate a methodology in designing energy efficient 3D-integrated image sensor for network based applications considering dynamically changing requirements (varying channel condition, and throughput demand) and low power operation through system architecture and device technology choices. This research examines the design integration of a CMOS image sensor (CIS) with image processing unit on a 3D stack. Specifically, a wireless image sensor node is considered in majority of the analysis. The potential of highly parallel image compression using a multicore SPU is explored as the main image processing engine. The effect of thermal coupling between the image sensor and the SPU, due to the power and performance of the system, on the noise characteristics of the CIS pixels is analyzed. Finally, a higher degree of optimization method for different performance range of applications through heterogeneous integration is explored.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follow:

Chapter 2 proposes a multicore system architecture that is suitable for a 3D integration of a memory (image buffer) and a signal processing unit (SPU) in performing heavy compression task. The implication of the architecture and design parameters to the power, performance, and image quality of the system is discussed.

Chapter 3 investigates the effect of thermal coupling inside the 3D stack of the system. The analysis includes discussions on the power and performance of the system, thermal coupling in the 3D stack, and noise characteristics of the sensor. The quality of the compressed image depends on not only the noise level of the sensor but also the lighting condition of the captured object.

Chapter 4 examines the system level benefits of heterogeneous integration for the system. The idea is to optimize the system by integrating the image sensor elements and image processing elements in different technology nodes.

Chapter 5 presents the final conclusion, thesis contributions, and suggestions for follow up research topics.
CHAPTER 2
MULTI-SEGMENT IMAGE COMPRESSION FOR THE 3D INTEGRATED IMAGE SENSOR

2.1 Introduction

Image sensing is a common functionality in various applications like smart camera, and smart phone. A typical image sensing system includes an image sensor, a signal-processing unit (SPU), and an off-chip module for storage or transmission of the sensed image. Advancing high-speed imaging has been an important objective in many imaging applications. To achieve the goals, a 3D integration of photodiode array, multiple Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC), and frame memory (image buffer) has been proposed to help fetch the image from the photodiode array faster [49, 50, 52, 53, 54].

Image compression is essential to reduce redundancy in the image data so that the data can be stored or transmitted in an efficient way. Different algorithms had been introduced to maximize compression ratio while maintaining an acceptable image quality. Among the many algorithms, the wavelet based compression has gained popularity. Namely the two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2D-DWT) is set as the standard transform function for JPEG2000 [5], MPEG4, and many compression algorithms. However, 2D-DWT

![Figure 4: A flow diagram of the multi-segment image compression.](image-url)
requires heavy computations, and hence various VLSI architectures had been proposed for the benefit of real-time image processing [34, 39, 36, 37, 38]. A key challenge in the DWT is the need for high-bandwidth connection between the SPU and the image buffer. Hence, it is expected that 3D stacking of the SPU and the image buffer can provide major performance gain for the processing unit [3].

In this chapter, a multi-segment image compression method is proposed as a high throughput signal processing architecture for a 3D-integrated image sensing system. In this method, the concept of parallel processing is applied by using a multi-core signal processing unit (multi-core SPU). Essentially, a captured image is divided into multiple segments (Figure 4). Each segment is treated as an independent image, and locally assigned to a signal processing core for compression. By maximizing the spatial locality between the photodiode array and the signal processing unit, the total compression latency of the image is significantly reduced. However, dividing the image into many segments reduces the compression ratio. In the case where off-chip data transmit rate (channel rate) is limited, the reduced compression ratio significantly increases the transmission latency. It also increases the power dissipation of the system. This section describes the design space of the multi-segment (number of cores) and the operating clock speed of the system considering specific target image throughput (frames per second), varying channel rate, and power dissipation of the system.

2.2 Background

This section provides background and reasoning for choosing the multi-segment image compression as a suitable signal processing architecture for the 3D-integrated image sensing system. As mentioned in the previous chapter, image compression is crucial in reducing image data volume for efficient transmission and storage. In this work, the wavelet based image compression is presented as the algorithm of choice. Different image coding algorithms such as the threshold coding, the Huffman coding, and a mixed threshold and
Hu
ff
man coding are presented.

2.2.1 Core-to-Buffer Network for 3D-Integrated System

To understand the algorithms that can successfully benefit from 3D stacking, the core-
to-buffer network in the 3D-stack needs to be carefully analyzed. In this work, a mesh
type network topology with an X-Y routing scheme is considered. The entire network
consists of multiple nodes (Figure 5). Each node comprises of a processor, a memory
controller, and a network router. The router has four gates, i.e. north, west, south, and east,
which connect it to neighboring nodes. The queue lines inside the router are implemented
using FIFOs. In the case of multiple accesses, the arbitration is decided using the round
robin algorithm. To motivate the need for MuSIC, we first study the generic behavior of
the network considering randomly generated memory traffic from individual cores. The
distance distribution of the memory accesses of each core is generated from a Poisson’s
process. The rate parameter (λ) of the Poisson’s process is determined by the memory
access rate (r). A higher spatial locality implies a core is more likely to access the memory
banks, which are physically close to the node to which the core is connected. A lower
spatial locality implies that a core is more likely to access memory banks connected to
the far nodes. We model the spatial locality behavior of the program using the Gaussian
random process. Lower σ value indicates higher spatial locality i.e. transactions will be
consumed at near memories and less likely to traverse to the far node. As $\sigma$ value increases, cores tend to access far memories. As shown in Figure 6, a higher access locality leads to lower core-to-memory latency (assuming one cycle latency for each link) due to closer signal routing that minimizes latency through the 2D network and maximally exploit the 3D bandwidth.

![Figure 6: Network simulation for varying spatial locality to illustrate the need for MuSIC: (a and b) target access memory((i,j) node) location for (a) higher ($\sigma = 0.6$), (b) lower ($\sigma = 1.6$) spatial locality; (c) Sensitivity of latency to the address locality and the memory latency (8x8 nodes).](image-url)
2.2.2 Implementation of the Coding Algorithm

In this work, we implement the line-based 2D DWT scanning architecture with convolution-based 1D DWT FIR filters [37]. First, let us consider the convolution-based DWT FIR filter as shown in Figure 7. Given that our FIR filters has a length L, a shift register of the length L-1 is needed for the input data. The input data is shifted into the register one at a time. Let us now consider that the maximum length of our FIR filter is $L = 2S$ when the filter length is even, or $L = 2S + 1$ if the filter length is odd, where $S$ is an arbitrary positive number. Then, the minimum length of input needed to perform the convolution is $S$ if the filter length is even, or $S + 1$ if the filter length is odd. This is because symmetric extension is applied to the input data to create a $2S$ or $2S + 1$ input data for the even or odd length FIR filters. Figure 7 also shows that the input data can be fed into both the high-pass filter (HPF) and low-pass filter (LPF) in parallel.

A 2D DWT is an extension of a 1D DWT. Considering a RAM based 2D DWT architecture, a temporary storage element is needed to store intermediate results. The conventional and simple way to perform 2D DWT is to first do row-wise 1D DWT filtering to all the rows, save the intermediate results in the temporary storage element, and then perform
column-wise 1D DWT filtering, as shown in Figure 8. Assuming an image of size N by M, a temporary storage element of size NxM is needed to store the intermediate results. These coefficients are fed in as inputs for the column-wise 1D DWT filtering. A more efficient method to perform a 2D DWT is the line-based method, shown in Figure 9a. We first start by doing the row-wise filtering. But then, the difference is the column-wise filtering starts

Figure 8: Block diagram of memory access for direct implementation of 2D DWT.

Figure 9: Efficient line based 2D discrete wavelet transform (2D-DWT). (a) Temporary buffer to contain the intermediate coefficients during the 2D transform. (b) A flow diagram of the 2D transform.
Table 1: Discrete Wavelet Transform Filter Pair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter Type</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Pass Decomposition Filter</td>
<td>0  -1/8  1/4  3/4  1/4  -1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Pass Decomposition Filter</td>
<td>0  -1/2  1  -1/2  0  0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Pass Reconstruction Filter</td>
<td>0  1/2  1  1/2  0  0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as soon as sufficient rows of the intermediate values are present. With line-based architecture, the size of temporary storage element is reduced to NL, where L is the length of the FIR filters. Normally the filter length (L) is significantly lower than the image length (M) itself. Once the temporary storage is filled up, the column-wise DWT is executed. After that, the next row of input data is taken in for another set of row-wise and column-wise filtering. In the case of a multilevel 2D DWT, the lowpass-lowpass (LL) sub-band, referred as the approximate coefficients, is used as the input for the next level of decomposition, however in this work we present a one-level 2D DWT. Figure 9b shows a flow diagram of the DWT. Table 1 shows the coefficients of the 5/3 LeGall filter pair used in this work [55].

2.3 System Description

The discussion in Section 2.2.1 shows that minimum latency in the memory-core stack can be achieved when each core only accesses the nearest memory port, and provides the reason for choosing the multi-segment image compression scheme. A conceptual diagram of the 3D-integrated image sensor with multi-segment compression is shown in Figure 10. The system consists of five tiers: 1) the photodiode tier; 2) the column circuitry tier; 3) the ADC and control logic tier; 4) the image buffer (image storage) tier; 5) the SPU tier. The tiers are connected vertically by through-silicon vias (TSVs). The imaging procedure consists of three stages: 1) sensing: the image is captured and converted into digital signal; 2) compression: the digital data is compressed using the discrete wavelet transform method.
followed by threshold or/and huffman coding; 3) transmission: the compressed digital data is then transmitted to an off-chip module. This module can be a wireless transceiver. The next image is captured (sensed) only after the previous image is completely transmitted. The SPU and the image buffer is connected by a mesh type network topology with X-Y routing scheme. Detail explanation of the network is presented in Section 2.2.1. Essentially, the simulation framework can be divided into two main parts:

1. Architectural timing analysis - the architectural performance of the compression algorithm is estimated by simulating the data patterns in the network nodes. The generated traffic pattern is discussed below.

2. Power and performance analysis - the power dissipation of the SPU, network router, and image buffer is extracted from a synthesized design, ORION [56], and CACTI [57], respectively, considering a 180nm CMOS process technology.

In generating the traffic pattern, we consider a pipelined line based architecture (Figure 11a) with a finite impulse response (FIR) filter of length 6 ($L = 6$) that fits with 5/3 LeGall filter pair. The DWT starts with a memory read operation to fetch input data from the frame memory (image buffer). The input data is then used to perform horizontal 1D-DWT, and
the result is stored in the intermediate buffer in the next clock cycle. The intermediate data is not immediately used for vertical 1D-DWT. Sufficient amount of intermediate data points need to be collected before the vertical 1D-DWT can be computed. Once the vertical DWT is computed, threshold based compression is performed only on the detailed coefficients (namely LH, HL, and HH sub-bands), before they are written back to the frame memory (image buffer). To generate the pattern, at the beginning, three consecutive memory-read operations are needed to prepare the first input set. After the third read operation, horizontal 1D-DWT calculation is performed to generate the first intermediate coefficient. The generated coefficient is then stored in the temporary storage buffer for column filtering. The temporary storage buffer is implemented as two separate buffer chains of moving registers, one chain for L sub-bands, other for H sub-bands. Figure 11b illustrates data movement in one of the buffers chain. Data from horizontal 1D-DWT gets into the buffer chain from the bottom right corner, and move to the next neighboring register every clock cycle. Six registers of the intermediate buffer are connected to the input ports of the vertical 1D-DWT filters, as shown in Figure 11b. Vertical 1D-DWT calculation starts as soon as three coefficients are available to the vertical filter. The output of the vertical calculation is then stored back to the memory. If we assume a 512X512 image, that means there is 512X3 memory read operations before the first memory write operation starts. After this point, the traffic

![Figure 11: DWT architectural consideration. (a) SPU pipeline stage. (b) Registers for the intermediate buffer.](image-url)
pattern becomes an alternating write and read access up to the end of an image frame. The remaining part of the pattern consists of write accesses until the last pixel is calculated.

2.4 Analysis for Threshold Coding

The first part of the analysis focuses on the performance of the multi-segment image compression with threshold coding algorithm. The key benefit of the threshold coding is that the algorithm is relatively simpler to implement compared to the Huffman coding, thus requiring a smaller hardware and die area.

2.4.1 Die Area of the Multi-Segment Image Compression

Figure 12a illustrates the increase in die area of the signal processing unit (SPU) with increasing number of cores for the DWT with Threshold coding scheme. The die area of the signal processing unit increases with increasing number of cores (image segments). However, the increase in the die area is not linearly dependent with the number of segments. Majority of the signal processing unit core die area is occupied by a set of registers to store intermediate data during the wavelet transform computation. The size of the register file is determined by the width, but not by the length, of the image (Figure 12b). Therefore, the die area of the signal processing unit depends on the method in which the image is divided into segments. In this research, the image is first divided along the image width direction to create the 2-cores system, and then it is divided along the image length direction to create the 4-cores system. This alternating division method is also used to create the 8-, and 16-cores system.

2.4.2 Data Volume Overhead and Image Quality of the Multi-Segment Image Compression

Dividing the image into many segments reduces the compression ratio. As the number of segments increases, the image data associated with the borders of the image segments also increases. Thus, output data volume expands as a result of the wavelet transform calculation. Figure 13 shows the expansion of output data packets with increasing number
of segments for the threshold coding. The black solid line represents the average data

Figure 12: Effect of increasing number of segments to the SPU die area. (a) Area versus number of cores in Threshold coding scheme. (b) Intermediate buffer size expansion with an increase in number of segments along the x-direction (top right) and y-direction (bottom left).
Figure 13: Effect of increasing number of segments to the SPU data volume for threshold coding.

To test for effect of multi-segment image compression to the image quality, a test image (Figure 14a and Figure 14b) is generated in different sizes: 512X512, 256X256, 128X128 [58]. The image quality is measured using the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), in which a low distortion level yields a high PSNR value [59]. Figure 14c - 14e show the rising distortion level with increasing number of segments. This increased distortions come from limitation in the convolution of the image data along the edges of a segment, and the increased amount of edges with increasing number of segments. On the other hand, PSNR reduces as the image size is reduced because the edges to non-edges ratio increases.

2.4.3 Performance and Power Analysis of the Multi-Segment Image Compression

It is possible to integrate the image buffer and the SPU in a 2D fashion for multi-segment compression, although the 3D-integrated system (Figure 15a) yields better performance. In the 2D-integrated system the image buffer is stacked vertically with the ADCs, the column
Figure 14: Effect of multi-segment compression to the image quality. (a) Circle test image. (b) Square test image. (c) Image degradation of the circle test image introduced by MuSIC. (d) After compression circle image compressed with 64 cores. (e) After compression square image compressed with 64 cores.
Figure 15: Effect of increasing number of segments to the architectural performance in 2D- and 3D-integration. (a) 3D-integration of image buffer and SPU. (b) 2D-integration of image buffer and SPU. (c) Compression time versus number of cores.
Figure 16: System performance of the image compression system in 2D- and 3D-integration, considering variations in wireless channel condition, SPU clock speed, and number of SPU cores. (a) System in 2D-Integration. (b) System in 3D-Integration.

circuitry, and the photodiodes. However, the SPU is placed horizontally next to the image buffer, thus limiting the number of access path between the SPU and the image buffer (Figure 15b). Figure 15c demonstrates how 3D-integration of multi-segment is more effective than 2D-integration. As the number of segments increases, architectural compression time reduces. However, reduction in the compression time for the 2D-integration is not as high as in the 3D-integration, due to lateral traffic movement in the network router in the 2D-integration. This lateral traffic becomes more congested with increasing number of segments, and may eventually penalize the benefit of the multi-segment compression. The chart in Figure 15c shows that the 2D-integration of a 16-cores system performs worse than the 8-cores system.

The performance of the image sensor system (i.e. how many images is sensed and compressed per second) is governed by the total time required to capture, compress, and transmit the image, as shown by the following formula:

\[
 f_{\text{image}} = \frac{1}{t_{\text{total}}} = \frac{1}{t_{\text{capture}} + t_{\text{compress}} + t_{\text{transmit}}} \tag{1}
\]
Figure 17: Effect of varying channel conditions to the SPU configurations and power dissipation. (a) SPU configurations versus channel bitrate. (b) SPU power versus channel bitrate.
The analysis framework in this chapter assumes a wireless sensor node that captures and compresses a constant number of frames per second (image throughput). In a wireless sensor network, the transmit time depends on the available bandwidth and the noise level of the wireless channel. To continuously meet the performance target (image throughput target) under varying channel condition, the SPU clock speed needs to be remodulated to account for the degrading/improving wireless channel condition. The SPU clock speed can be controlled by dynamically changing the supply voltage. Figure 16 shows the minimum system clock speed that satisfies the target image throughput assuming a performance target (image throughput target) of 24 images/sec for the 2D- and the 3D-integrated system under varying wireless channel condition. The plot demonstrates that by moving to the 3D-integration of the system and increasing the number of core the performance target can be satisfied with reduced system clock speed, which leads to a potential reduction in power dissipation. Figure 16 also shows that as the wireless channel bitrate deteriorates, the SPU clock speed needs to be boost up to compensate for the slow transmit time. The power dissipation of the system is related to the number of cores and clock speed of the SPU. The optimum core configuration (number of cores and clock speed) can be determined through a design space exploration method across the varying channel condition. The goal is to pick the number of cores and clock speed that leads to the lowest system power on a given channel bitrate. Figure 17a indicates that the least number of cores or the lowest SPU clock speed does not always guarantee lowest power dissipation in meeting the performance target. Figure 17b illustrates the power dissipation for the optimally configured system for both 2D- and 3D-integration. If the channel condition degrades, the system has to spend more power to keep performance up. In addition, the multi-segment image compression is more effective in 3D-integration than in 2D-integration.

2.4.4 Multiple Clock Domain Approach

In the case where the SPU power accounts for the majority of the system power, minimizing the SPU clock speed may reduce the overall power dissipation. Since the multi-core
Figure 18: Multi clock domain scheme.
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Figure 19: Comparison in the SPU power dissipation between the multi-clock-domain scheme and the single-clock-domain scheme.
SPU and the image buffer is connected by a router network, read and write access takes multiple cycles to complete. The SPU spends multiple cycles without useful load, thus reducing hardware utilization. To reduce the number of idle cycles in the SPU, the SPU clock domain can be separated from the join buffer-network clock domain such that the read and write access is completed within one clock cycle for the SPU 18. In applications such as the wavelet based compression, the read and write access pattern is fix and predictable. Therefore it is possible to estimate the wait time for each read and write access request, and determine a clock ratio between the SPU and the network. A discussion on how to estimate the wait time and clock ratio can be found in [60]. Figure 19 illustrates the potential power reduction that can be achieved from the clock separation. In this experiment, the 3D-integrated system assumes optimal core configurations across varying channel condition with 24 images/sec performance target. By implementing the multiple-clock-domain scheme, the SPU clock speed is reduced to one sixth with the cost of a slight increase in the buffer-network clock speed.

2.5 Analysis for Huffman Coding

In this section, the application of the Huffman coding to the MuSIC engine is discussed and compared with the threshold coding. The Huffman coding is a lossless compression, thus the original image can be perfectly reconstructed. However, in practice, minor distortions are introduced during the quantization stage. Several architectural implementations of the Huffman coding for the MuSIC platform are discussed, and their respective impacts towards the die area, data volume, performance, and power are compared.

2.5.1 System Description of the Huffman Coding

In this work, a zero-run-length Huffman encoder similar to the JPEG Huffman encoder is implemented. The encoder block has an input length of 64 coefficients and a predetermined Huffman table that is implemented by a look-up-table. There are two ways of integrating the Huffman encoder with the multisegment image compression (MuSIC):
(a) a parallel Huffman integration, or (b) a serial Huffman integration.

In the parallel Huffman scheme (Figure 20a), multiple Huffman encoder is implemented so that each core has exclusive access to its own Huffman block. As a result, it allows the DWT coefficients from each core to be directly encoded before they are written back to the image buffer (frame memory) and transmitted off-chip. Since the compression flow, which consists of DWT and thresholding, has already been pipelined, adding the Huffman coding as a stage to the flow does not significantly increase the overall compression time.

On the other hand, the serial Huffman (Figure 20b) only has one Huffman encoder block in the SPU, thus it has to be shared among the cores. In this case, the DWT coefficients from each core are serialized and written back to the image buffer. Then, they are streamed back to the Huffman block for encoding, and transmitted off-chip. One advantage of the serial Huffman is that it consumes less die area than the parallel Huffman. But, it also leads to a slower compress time than the parallel Huffman.

2.5.2 Die Area of MuSIC with Huffman Coding

Figure 21 shows the die area of the SPU for serial and parallel Huffman schemes. In the case of a single-core SPU, the Huffman encoder takes around 22% of the SPU die area. Unlike the DWT module, the area of a single Huffman encoder block is independent from the number of cores. In the parallel Huffman schemes, however, the number of the Huffman block increases linearly with the cores. A significant portion of the Huffman encoder is consumed for storing the Huffman table and buffering the input coefficients from the DWT module during the quantization and encoding phase. Figure 22 highlights the area overhead needed to change the encoder from threshold coding to Huffman coding, especially in a many-core design.

2.5.3 Data Volume Overhead of MuSIC with Huffman Coding

In this section, data volume overheads for threshold coding and Huffman coding are compared. Figure 23 shows the impact of increasing number of segments to the data volume and
Figure 20: Flow diagram to illustrate: (a) the parallel Huffman scheme, and (b) the serial Huffman scheme.
Figure 21: Die area comparison between the serial and parallel Huffman schemes.

Figure 22: Die area comparison between the Threshold and the Huffman coding schemes.
the quality of the compressed image. It is shown that threshold coding yields a lower data volume than the Huffman coding (Figure 23a). Threshold coding is capable of achieving a significantly high compression ratio by increasing the threshold level and removing more coefficients from the encoded data. However, it would also reduce the image quality (Figure 23b). The overhead due to increasing number of cores in Huffman coding is less than in threshold coding (Figure 23c). A significant portion of the overheads associated with the segment borders has zero value, which is compressed more efficiently by the Huffman encoder. On the other hand, adding a Huffman encoding to the thresholded coefficients boosts compression ratio without introducing additional distortions to the image. This is because, in theory, the Huffman encoding is a reversible process, thus image distortions only come from the threshold coding and quantization. In this experiment, a pre-determined generic Huffman table is used to encode the data. The length of the Huffman block is 64 coefficients and the maximum zero-run-length is 16 [61].

2.5.4 Performance and Power of MuSIC with Huffman Coding

The performance of the image sensor system is determined by the total time required to capture, compress, and transmit the image. Assuming a wireless sensor node that captures and compresses frames of images with a constant throughput under a changing channel condition, Figure 24 shows the minimum system clock speed that meets a throughput target of 24 images/sec for the serial Huffman and parallel Huffman schemes in a 3D-stack. In this analysis, the system with the serial Huffman scheme (Figure 24b) needs to run in a higher clock speed, especially in a high channel bitrate region, than the system with the parallel Huffman scheme (Figure 24c) and the threshold coding scheme (Figure 24a), as shown in Figure 24d. The Huffman coding in the serial Huffman scheme is an extra stage, and it runs at the same clock speed as the DWT core. At high bitrate region, Huffman encoding in the serial Huffman scheme is significantly slower than transmitting the compressed data, thus the SPU clock speed can not be reduced to make up for the Huffman encoding time (Figure 24d).
Figure 23: Effect of increasing number of segments to: (a) the compressed data volume, (b) the image quality, and (c) the data volume normalized to the single-core case for different coding methods.
Figure 24: Performance of the image compression system considering variations in wireless channel conditions for various encoding schemes: (a) threshold coding, (b) serial Huffman coding, (c) parallel Huffman coding. (d) SPU clock speed comparison between the threshold, serial Huffman, and parallel Huffman coding for a 16-cores SPU.
Figure 25: Comparison in the SPU power dissipation between the threshold coding, the serial Huffman coding, and the parallel Huffman coding.

Figure 25 shows the corresponding power dissipation of the systems. At low channel bitrate region, the parallel Huffman scheme consumes the most power of the three schemes due to the extra Huffman encoder blocks. However, as the channel bitrate improves, power improvement in the serial Huffman scheme starts to saturate, due to bottleneck during the Huffman encoding process.

2.6 Summary

An analysis of an image compression unit on a 3D stack for low power wireless sensor node application was presented. The proposed method exploits the high bandwidth advantage from vertical stacking to perform the computation-heavy 2D-DWT transforms using parallel processing concept, by dividing the image into multiple segments and reducing the workload of each core. We analyze the image throughput and the power behavior of the multi-segment architecture under varying off-chip data rate. A design space exploration is presented to optimize the number of cores and the SPU frequency for minimum power consumption in achieving a target IPS under varying channel bitrate condition. The effectiveness of the multi-segment architecture is analyzed for both the 3D- and 2D- integration
of the system. Our analysis shows that the multi-segment architecture benefits from the highly parallel connections of the 3D stack.
CHAPTER 3
NOISE ANALYSIS FOR THE 3D-INTEGRATED IMAGE SENSOR

3.1 Introduction
A key challenge for the 3D image sensor is that the power dissipation in the SPU, image buffer, and ADC tiers generates heat that increases the temperature within the 3D stack. The photodiode arrays on the top tier are thermally coupled with the rest of the stack. In addition, the top layer is covered with glass, which has low thermal conductivity. Hence, power dissipated in the entire 3D stack increases the temperature in the photodiode tier. Figure 26 illustrates the direction of the heat flow. A variation in temperature affects device parameters of the photodiode arrays, the pixel circuits, and the column circuits thereby changing the CMOS Image Sensor (CIS) characteristics (spatial noise and dynamic characteristics) and affecting the image quality.

This chapter analyzes the effect of thermal coupling inside a 3D image sensor with an integrated compression unit. This work builds on the parallel image processing and the multi-segment image compression (MuSIC) architecture for 2D-DWT with threshold encoding algorithm for image compression in a 3D stack. The analysis includes discussions on the power dissipation, thermal coupling, and spatial noise characteristics of a CMOS image sensor with 3D stacked multi-core SPU. The power and performance of the integrated sensor is studied through simulations in 180nm CMOS technology and a logarithmic CIS [62]. The coupled analysis shows that 3D stacking of the image compression unit results in a strong interaction between the image quality, desired image throughput, and environmental conditions.

3.2 Background
This section introduces the basic operating concept of the Logarithmic CMOS image sensor (logarithmic CIS), and the noise components associated with its operation.
3.2.1 **Operations of a Basic Logarithmic CMOS Image Sensor**
A typical logarithmic CMOS image sensor (CIS) circuit is shown in Figure 27 [20]. The photodiode is generating small amount of current, and makes M1 operates in subthreshold region. In subthreshold, $V_{gs}$ of M1 has logarithmic relationship to $I_{ds}$. M1 is diode connected so that it stays in subthreshold saturation region. The photoresponse voltage at node $V_{pd}$ is described by the following equation [63],

$$V_{pd} = V_{DD} - V_{th,M1} - \frac{n k T}{q} \ln \left( \frac{I_{ph} + I_{dc}}{I_{s0}} \right)$$

(2)

where $I_{ph}$ and $I_{dc}$ are the photocurrent and dark current(reverse biased current) of the diode.

In general, photocurrent ($I_{ph}$) is linearly proportional to light intensity sensed by the photodiode [48, 63]. The rest of the circuit works as source follower and select circuitry for the logarithmic CIS.

3.2.2 **Noise Elements in the Logarithmic CMOS Image Sensor**
There are two types of noise elements in the operations of the logarithmic CIS:

1. Spatial noise: the pixel-to-pixel variation in the output values across the CIS unit.
2. Temporal noise: the temporal variation in the output values of a single pixel unit under constant illumination and temperature.

Spatial noise is the main contributor of image distortion in the logarithmic CIS. It is caused by variations in device characteristics, such as doping concentrations and feature sizes, from pixel to pixel [64]. Unlike temporal noise, spatial noise does not change with time and produces certain distortion pattern on the captured image, hence the name fixed pattern noise (FPN). In a logarithmic CIS, FPN is nonlinearly coupled with illumination [20, 19, 62, 22]. In addition, the response of the logarithmic image sensor and FPN is temperature dependent since photodiode reverse bias current, and transistor parameters (i.e. threshold voltage, leakage current, sub-threshold slope) depend on temperature [48]. The dependence of the pixel response on temperature is a coupled effect of linear decrease of threshold voltage and increase of dark current (doubles with approximately 7 °C) with an increase in the temperature [63, 65].

On the other hand, temporal noise varies with time, and is caused by thermal noise and flicker noise associated with the devices in the readout path and shot noise associated
with the photodiode and transistor subthreshold operation [13, 66, 10, 67, 68]. Among the temporal noise elements, only thermal noise depends on temperature. It is caused by thermally induced agitation of charge carriers in resistive regions such as the transistor channel in strong inversion. The shot noise is caused by the fluctuations in the number of discrete charge carriers passing through the depletion region. The shot noise is the dominant noise source in the photodiode operation. It is related to variation in the photons conversion, as well as dark current generation. The flicker noise is influenced by a number of factors including contaminants in the devices. The power spectral density of this noise is dominant in the low frequency region, but it quickly drops below the thermal noise level in the high frequency spectrum.

3.2.3 Fundamentals for Modeling the Spatial Noise of the Logarithmic CIS

The relation between digital output response (Pixel), illuminance (Ev), FPN, and temperature of a typical logarithmic image sensor has been previously derived and modeled in [16]. During pixel read operation, the output voltage of the CIS (V_{out}) in Figure 27 is equal to the voltage at the source of transistor M5 (V_{s,M5}), the gate voltage of transistor M5 (V_{g,M5}) is equal to the source voltage of transistor M2 (V_{s,M2}). It is governed by the following equations:

\[ V_{out} = V_{g,M5} - V_{th,M5} - \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{M7} C'_{ox,M7} W_{M7}}{\mu_{M5} C'_{ox,M5} L_{M5}}} (V_{g,M7} - V_{th,M7}) \]  
\[ V_{g,M5} = V_{g,M2} - V_{th,M2} - \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{M4} C'_{ox,M4} W_{M4}}{\mu_{M2} C'_{ox,M2} L_{M2}}} (V_{g,M4} - V_{th,M4}) \]

\[ V_{g,M2} = V_{pd} = V_{DD} - V_{th,M1} - \frac{n k T}{q} \ln \left( \frac{I_{ph} + I_{dc}}{I_{s0}} \right) \]

\[ I_{ph} = G_{optics} E_v \]

where E_v corresponds to the light intensity on the surface area of the photodiode or illuminance, and G_{optics} is the gain related to the optics of the sensor. The relations between the output voltage of the CIS (V_{out}) and illuminance (E_v), shown in (3), is simplified into the
Figure 28: Circuit model for thermal and flicker noise.

following form:

\[ V_{out} = a + b \ln (c + E_v) + \epsilon \]  

(4)

where a, b, and c are the offset, gain, and bias of the logarithmic CIS. The gain and bias of the CIS vary from pixel-to-pixel due to process variations and are a function of temperature. The term \( \epsilon \) corresponds to the error associated with temporal noise. For FPN analysis, \( \epsilon \) can be minimized by taking multiple samples over time and averaging the response. The conversion from CIS output voltage to pixel value is modeled using ideal ADC and assumed to be independent of temperature variation as:

\[ Pix = clip(F_{ADC} + G_{ADC} V_{out}) \]  

(5)

where FADC and GADC are the offset and gain of the ADC respectively, to code the CIS output voltage to an integer value between 0-255.

### 3.2.4 Fundamentals for Modeling the Temporal Noise of the Logarithmic CIS

In this subsection, we recall the fundamental mathematical model of the temporal noise elements (thermal, shot, and flicker) for the photodiode, transistors, and ultimately the logarithmic CIS [69, 70, 71].
The dominant sources of temporal noise in a photodiode are shot noise and flicker noise. The shot noise is modeled as a current source in parallel with a DC current source ($I_{DC}$) with a Gaussian distribution over a wide bandwidth (Figure 28). It’s power spectral density is described by the following equation:

$$S_I(f) = qI_{DC}, \forall f < f_{\text{max}}$$ (6)

where $I_{DC}$ is the DC current source, and $q$ is the electron charge constant. The flicker noise is also modeled as a current source in parallel with a DC current source, however it’s power spectral density drops with $f$. It is described by the following equation:

$$S_I(f) = \frac{k_fI_{DC}^a}{f^e}$$ (7)

where $k_f$ is a process dependent constant, $I_{DC}$ is the DC current source, $e$ is often assumed to be one, and $a$ is often assumed to be between 0.5 and 2.

Now, the total noise of the photodiode can be modeled as a parallel combinations of the shot noise due to photocurrent generation, shot noise due to dark current generation, flicker noise due to dark current generation, photocurrent, and dark current sources (Figure 29). The corresponding power spectrum densities of the noise sources are described by the following equations:

$$S_{I_{\text{total}}}(f) = q(I_{ph} + I_{dc}), \forall f < f_{\text{max}}$$ (8)
where $I_{dc}$ and $I_{ph}$ are the dark current and photocurrent of the photodiode.

In a CMOS transistor, the dominant sources of the temporal noise depends on the operating condition of the device itself. In a strong inversion mode transistor channel is resistive, thus thermal noise and flicker noise are the dominant noise sources. If the transistor is operated in the subthreshold region, the dominant sources of noise are shot noise and flicker noise. Figure 30 illustrates the circuit representation of the temporal noise model in a CMOS transistor. The noise sources are independent of each other and are modeled as parallel combinations of current sources. The noise power spectral density equations for the transistor in saturation region are described as follow:

$$S_{I_1}(f) = \frac{k_f I_{dc}^a}{f}$$

$$S_{I_2}(f) = k_f I_{ds}^a$$

where $S_{I_1}$ and $S_{I_2}$ correspond to the thermal and flicker noise sources respectively, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, and $g_m$ is the transconductance of the transistor. The noise power spectral density of the transistor in the linear region is
described by the following equations:

\[ S_{I1}(f) = \frac{4kT}{R_{on}}, \forall f < f_{max} \]  
(12)

\[ S_{I2}(f) = \frac{k_f I_{ds}^a}{f} \]  
(13)

where \( S_{I1} \) and \( S_{I2} \) correspond to the thermal and flicker noise sources respectively, and \( R_{on} \) is the channel resistance of the transistor in linear region. In the subthreshold region, the noise power spectral density of the transistor is governed by the following equations:

\[ S_{I1}(f) = qI_{ds}, \forall f < f_{max} \]  
(14)

\[ S_{I2}(f) = \frac{k_f I_{ds}^a}{f} \]  
(15)

where \( S_{I1} \) and \( S_{I2} \) correspond to the shot and flicker noise sources respectively, \( I_{ds} \) is the subthreshold drain current.

Figure 27 shows the schematic of the logarithmic CIS. During a pixel readout operation, transistor M1 is operated in the subthreshold region. Transistors M2, M4, M5 and M7 act as source followers, thus they are operated in the saturation region. Transistors M3 and M6 act as access transistors, therefore they are operated in the linear region.

### 3.3 System Simulation and Analysis Framework

The simulation framework is built to analyze a 3D stacked imaging system considering system power and predict FPN, response characteristics, temporal noise, and image quality considering tier-to-tier thermal coupling. The analysis considers SPU, image buffer, and ADCs as the main heat contributors that affect temperature in the pixel-array and column circuit tier. The developed framework, as shown in Figure 31, can be broken down into three separate simulation blocks: 1) power analysis of multicore SPU and image buffer for different number of cores and clock frequencies, 2) thermal coupling analysis of the 3D stack using distributed RC model, and 3) FPN, CIS response, and temporal noise analysis of the logarithmic CMOS image sensor.
Figure 31: A diagram of the thermal simulation framework for the 3D-integrated image sensor.
3.3.1 Power Analysis of SPU, Image Buffer, and Network

The analysis framework used in this chapter for power estimation is similar to the framework used in Chapter 2. The one-level 2D DWT, with JPEG 5/3 FIR filter pairs are used for wavelet transform in this chapter. Then, the wavelet coefficients are encoded using the threshold coding. The test images are standard 512X512 gray-scale images. To study data traffic movement between image buffer, network, and SPU during read/write request, and to compute the time to compress an image, traffic patterns for the 2D-DWT are generated and injected to the model. The horizontal filtering, vertical filtering, and threshold coding computation of the compression algorithm is pipelined. The SPU was implemented in synthesizable hardware description language (HDL). The post-layout design was simulated in 180nm process, taking into account its parasitic components.

To estimate the power dissipated by the compression unit, test images are used to obtain switching activities data during processing. The SPU clock frequency is again limited to 50 MHz. A static timing analysis is considered in meeting the delay specs. The image buffer access energy and the leakage power are extracted from CACTI assuming 180nm SRAM with low leakage devices, and single read/write port [57]. The size of the image buffer module is designed only for storing the raw data and the compressed coefficients of a single image. The router access energy and the link switching energy are extracted from ORION [56] in 180nm node. In our work, each ADC is to accommodate a 32X32 pixels array block. A total of 256 ADCs are used to form the 512X512 pixels imager. The total power consumption of the ADCs is estimated to be 230.4 mW following the design by Kiyoyama et. al. [51].

The total compression power (\( P_{\text{compress}} \)) is estimated by adding the SPU (\( P_{\text{SPU}} \)), network (\( P_{\text{network}} \)), and image buffer (\( P_{\text{SRAM}} \)) power, as shown below:

\[
P_{\text{compress}} = P_{\text{SPU}} + P_{\text{network}} + P_{\text{SRAM}}
\]

Total dynamic portion of the image buffer and the network power depends on the image throughput and the image size. In addition, the network access energy primarily consists
of the energy associated with accessing each router node, and the link between two nodes. The link access energy is related to the lateral (node-to-node) movement of the data.

### 3.3.2 Thermal Analysis of 3D Stack

Our thermal simulation framework is built using a distributed 3D RC grid where R represents the thermal resistance and C represents the specific heat [46, 47]. The constructed grid (Figure 32) consists of a five tiers stack comprising of photo-arrays, column circuitry, ADCs, image buffer, and SPU. The stacks are assumed to be face-to-back bonded. The die thickness of each tier is assumed to be 40µm, with thickness of bonding layer assumed to be 5µm, is derived from the ITRS roadmap. The effective thermal conductivity is calculated using the existing weighted average method (parallel model) with a 1:3 metal to oxide ratio. For the FEOL and bulk, we assume the composite to be silicon (149 W/(m.K)) and copper (385 W/(m.K)) [72], while for the BEOL, we assume the oxide to be SiO2 (1.4 W/(m.K)) [73] and the metal to be aluminum (205 W/(m.K)). The termination resistor RFC is estimated based on the thermal conductivity of the free convection of air. Table 2 shows the parameters used for thermal simulation. The top layer of the image sensing is covered with microlens, trapped air, and optical lens. Due to their thermally non-conducting property, in calculating the thermal resistance of the top layer, we simplified the thermal conductivity of the top layer to be 0.001 W/(m.K) with 1mm thickness. In calculating the thermal resistance of the bottom layer, we use the thermal conductivity of the plastic interposer as 0.5 W/(m.K) with 1mm thickness.

Table 3 presents the dimensions of the different tiers. The image buffer consumes the highest chip area, followed by the SPU. The photodiode array, the column circuitry, and the ADC are connected and grouped together in a block parallel structure. Each parallel block carries 32X32 pixels, a set of 32 column source follower circuits with one output source follower, and one ADC. The area of the photodiode tier is estimated to be 0.16X0.16 mm² for each parallel block based on the 5X5µm² pixel size (36% fill factor). The area of the column circuitry for one parallel block is 0.033X0.001 mm². The area of one ADC unit is
Figure 32: Thermal grid model of the 3D image sensor: (a) The grid unit cell and the stacked layers used in the thermal grid model. (b) The 3D stacking scenario of the image sensor system.

Table 2: Materials Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Thickness (m)</th>
<th>R (W/mK)</th>
<th>C (J/m³K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>3.55 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEOL</td>
<td>16 µ</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device layer</td>
<td>4 µ</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.75 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk</td>
<td>20 µ</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.75 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond</td>
<td>5 µ</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.55 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Grid and Area Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Cores</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of parallel block</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of pixels per block parallel</td>
<td>32x32</td>
<td>32x32</td>
<td>32x32</td>
<td>32x32</td>
<td>32x32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photodiode array area (mm²)</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column ckt. area (mm²)</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC area (mm²)</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
<td>2.56x2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image buffer area (mm²)</td>
<td>7.68x7.68</td>
<td>7.68x7.68</td>
<td>7.68x7.68</td>
<td>7.68x7.68</td>
<td>7.68x7.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPU area (mm²)</td>
<td>3.2x3.2</td>
<td>4.48x2.56</td>
<td>4.48x4.48</td>
<td>6.4x3.2</td>
<td>6.4x6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

determined to be 0.1X0.1 mm². Thus the minimum effective areas of the photodiode array, column ckt., and ADCs for a 512X512 pixels are 2.56X2.56 mm², 0.528X0.016 mm², and 1.6X1.6 mm² respectively. The die size for the top three stacks can be determined to be 2.56X2.56 mm². They are connected together via TSVs. The image buffer consists of SRAM array. The area of the SRAM array is extracted from CACTI [57]. The SPU area changes with different number of cores. Both the metal wires and the TSVs are needed to connect the SPU tier, the image buffer tier, and the ADC tier. The photodiode array, column circuitry, and ADC have similar area dimension, which is smaller than the area of the image buffer and the SPU. The 3D stack is aligned to the center, and to match the grid dimensions between all the tiers in the thermal simulation, the grids of the photodiode array tier, the column circuitry tier, the ADC tier, and the SPU tier are padded with the resistivity of trapped air.

3.3.3 Noise Analysis of a Logarithmic CMOS Image Sensor

The image sensor circuit was simulated using commercial SPICE tools in 180nm 1.8V CMOS process technology. The base simulation methodology for estimating FPN of the
logarithmic CIS responses is adopted from [48]. A simultaneous temperature sweep, photocurrent sweep, and Monte-Carlo simulation was performed. Data points for the temperature sweep are obtained from the thermal simulation described in the previous section. The Monte-Carlo simulation was repeated 1000 times to simulate mismatch in the device. The output voltage of the logarithmic CIS values and the photodiode current values from every Monte-Carlo simulation are fitted to equation (4) to extract the offset, gain, and bias information of the mismatched logarithmic CIS. Then, each pixel for the logarithmic CIS is randomly selected from the batch of 1000 mismatched devices.

To estimate the contributions of temporal noise elements at the output node, a simultaneous temperature and photocurrent sweep with noise analysis simulation was performed. The squared output noise voltage is calculated by integrating the noise power spectral density across the noise spectrum. The noise spectrum is determined to be the minimum of the input bandwidth of the ADC and the gain bandwidth of the pixel circuit. The temporal noise level of each pixel is estimated to be a random voltage that has a gaussian probability distribution function. The standard deviation is the root mean square (RMS) value of the noise voltage.

### 3.4 Simulation Results

#### 3.4.1 Power and Performance of Image Compression Unit

The first part of the investigation involves analyzing the relation between the clock frequencies, the number of cores, the image throughput, and the power dissipation of the image compression unit. The simulation method to do this is introduced in Chapter 2, and explained in Section 3.3.1. We use 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-core SPU for our case studies. First, we demonstrate the system’s sensing and processing capability in achieving high compression rate under unrestricted wireless channel output data rate. Figure 33a shows the achievable image throughput increases almost linearly with increasing number of cores as well as clock frequency. Figure 33b shows the power dissipation of a 16-core system with varying clock frequency. The SPU power dominates over the image buffer and the
Figure 33: The analysis of the performance and power of the 3D image compression unit:
(a) Image rate with varying SPU clock speed of the multi-core image compression system.
(b) Power dissipation versus SPU clock speed of a 16-Cores image compression system.
(c) Power versus performance of the multicore image compression system, when the SPU
clock speed is varied from 5 MHz to 50 MHz.
network power. The clock network consumes majority of the SPU power. Majority of the power spent by the clock network is used to drive the clock signals of the registers in the intermediate registers of the 2D-DWT module. In our power simulation model, we consider voltage scaling to achieve a target throughput with minimum power. Figure 33c shows the performance versus power curves of the system with different number of cores as the SPU clock speed is varied from 5 MHz to 50 MHz. The system with 16-core SPU provides the highest image throughput for the same amount of power spent by the compression unit. Multicore system allows lower clock speed operation, which leads to lower supply voltage operation, thus reducing power dissipation.
3.4.2 Thermal Coupling, and CIS Output Response

In this section, we discuss the relations between the power dissipation, the temperature, the output responses of the CIS, and the image quality. For the simulation, we set the ambient temperature to be 25°C. Figure 34a shows the projected temperature from the power profile shown in Figure 33c. The 1-core system is shown to have a high operating temperature, due to the small SPU die area thus having a high SPU power density and low heat spreading. Variations in the power dissipation from core-to-core are less than 11% at the extreme case, which results in a relatively uniform surface temperature on the photodiode tier. Figure 34b shows the core-to-core power map for the 16-core SPU running with a 50 MHz clock speed. The temperature map of the SPU tier and the photodiode tier is shown in Figure 35a and Figure 35b. The SPU and the ADC contribute most of the generated heat. Temperature difference between the photodiode tier (top tier) and the column circuitry tier (2nd tier from the top) is very small. The two temperatures are practically equal even with considerable power dissipation in the ADC. The small temperature difference between the column circuitry tier and the photodiode tier is due to the close proximity of the two layers,
Figure 36: Effect of the image throughput to the sensor noise and the output voltage response considering a plain dark (black) image, and a plain bright (white) image: (a) The fixed pattern noise (FPN) at dark considering variations in 100 imagers, and (b) the output range of the logarithmic CIS with varying image throughput.

and the very low heat-flow through the glass (lens, trapped air, microlens) cover at the top. Therefore, the heat generated by the ADC, memory, and SPU flows through the package and hence, the temperature difference between the tiers above ADC is very low. In our thermal simulation, the top layer of the image sensing is covered with microlens, trapped air, and optical lens. If the thermal conductivity of the die-to-die interface is reduced or the thermal conductivity of the glass cover is increased the temperature difference between the two tiers will increase.

Figure 36 shows the standard deviation of the pixel-to-pixel output voltage variations at dark lighting condition (dark FPN). The corresponding error bars illustrate estimated variations in the dark FPN across 100 imagers. The change in the FPN at dark with temperature is shown to be marginal (Figure 36). However, Figure 36b shows the change in the output voltage range of the CIS with temperature is noticeable. The top limit of the voltage corresponds to current in the dark image condition. The bottom limit of the voltage corresponds to current in the bright image condition. The output voltage range is 240 mV at ambient
temperature. At very high temperature of 90C, the top limit and the bottom limit of the voltage could change by as much as 47 mV and 16 mV, respectively. If the ADC input voltage range is set up for operation at the ambient temperature, then as the temperature of the CIS increases, there will be a mismatch between the CIS output voltage range and the ADC input voltage range, which can contribute to error in converting a pixel voltage to the digital bit strings for the image.

3.4.3 Spatial Noise
3.4.3.1 The Effect of Image Throughput on Image Quality

To measure the variations in the image error rate, we use the noise-induced image at ambient temperature as the baseline image. The ADC is assumed to be ideal and is optimized for use at the ambient temperature. We compare test images that have been injected with FPN profiles for different temperature points against the baseline images. Figure 37a visually shows the change/degradation in three test images due to a temperature change from 25C to 100C on the photodiode tier. Figure 37b shows that with the increase in temperature, the histogram shifts to the left. The top and the bottom limit of the CIS output voltage increases with temperature, thus every pixel will seem darker with increasing temperature.

To assess the image quality, we use a Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), which is a metric of purely numerical comparison between two images [59], without any reference to a human perception. A high PSNR means that the two images being compared are numerically similar to each other. The effect of light intensity to the image quality under varying image throughput is shown in Figure 38. We scale the brightness of the airplane image to create a dark, and a bright version of the image. It is shown that the bright version of the airplane image generally has a higher PSNR, while the dark version of it has a lower PSNR than the normal version of it. Thus, the effect of the change in temperature in the photodiode tier to the image quality degradation is more severe in the darker version than in the brighter version of the image.

The rest of the analysis considers the effect of the different scenes as well as the lighting
Figure 37: A scene of a starry night, Lena, and an airplane from top to bottom. (a) Effect of FPN distortion to the images at 25C (left) and 100C (right). (b) Pixel histogram of the images at 25C and 100C.

Figure 38: Effect of the lighting condition to the image quality of the airplane scene due to spatial noise: PSNR comparisons of the airplane scene in different lighting condition when the image is processed by a 16-cores system.
conditions in the test images. We define the starry night image as the dark image (i.e. the image has high distribution of low light intensity pixels), the Lena image as the normal image (i.e. the image has balanced distribution of low light intensity pixels as well as high light intensity pixels), and the airplane image as the bright image (i.e. the image has high distribution of high light intensity pixels). Figure 39 captures the achievable image quality and throughput for different number of cores as the SPU clock speed is varied from 10 MHz to 50 MHz. The figure shows a reduced PSNR with an increase in the image throughput as the DWT cores operate with a higher clock speed and generate more heat. Figure 39 shows that the PSNR of the dark image is lower than the normal image and bright image. The CIS output voltage variation in the low light condition is severe compared to in the bright light condition. Lower number of cores results in not only low image throughput, but also low PSNR due to the high temperature in the system (Figure 34a). This shows the advantage of multicore systems in achieving high image throughput while maintaining reasonable image quality. The above analysis shows that with the 3D integrated image compression unit, the CIS noise and associated quality degradation are correlated to the desired image throughput, and the correlation depends on the lighting condition.

3.4.3.2 The Effect of Output Datarate on Image Quality

We next consider the case of a wireless image sensor where the CMOS image sensing and processing system is connected to a standard wireless transmitter. In a wireless network the output bitrate from the sensor depends on the available bandwidth and the noise levels in the channel. To meet the image throughput under variable channel data rate, the compression time ($t_{\text{compress}}$) needs to be changed (assuming constant compression ratio). The image compression unit needs to modulate the clock frequency and hence, the power dissipation. Therefore, due to the thermal coupling in the 3D image sensor, there will be an inherent correlation between the variable output bit-rate and the sensor noise.

We consider a target image throughput is 24 images/sec. A reduction in the channel bitrate implies an increase in the required SPU clock speed to satisfy performance (Figure
Figure 39: Effect of the lighting condition to the image quality due to spatial noise: (a) scene with dark lighting, (b) scene with normal lighting, and (c) scene with bright lighting. The throughput corresponds to the following SPU clock speed: 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 MHz.

Figure 40: Effect of the wireless channel bitrate on the 3D image sensor, assuming a 24 images/sec throughput: (a) SPU clock speed versus channel bitrate. (b) Power (SPU, image buffer, and network power) versus channel bitrate. (c) Temperature at the photo-diode tier versus channel bitrate.
Figure 41: Effect of the wireless channel bitrate on the image quality due to spatial noise:
(a) scene with dark lighting, (b) scene with normal lighting, and (c) scene with bright lighting. The image throughput is 24 images/sec.

40a). As the SPU consumes majority of the power, a higher SPU clock speed increases the power dissipation (Figure 40b). Due to increased power at lower channel bitrate, the die temperature increases at a reduced channel bitrate (Figure 40c). We observe that the 16-core and 8-core SPU shows similar power but the temperature of the 16-core system is lower than the 8-core system because of higher SPU die area. Figure 41 shows the relations between the image quality, and the varying channel bitrate for the different number of cores and lighting conditions. As expected, a reduced channel bitrate leads to higher temperature and hence, lower PSNR for all types of images. Also, as mentioned earlier, we observe the noise effect is most severe in the low light condition, and least severe in the bright light condition.

Let us now consider a dynamic variation in the channel bitrate. Consider a 16-core SPU and assume the channel bitrate drops from 54Mbps to 27 Mbps before it stabilize again at 54 Mbps. To maintain 24 images/second image throughput, the SPU has to increase its clock speed from 6 MHz to 36 MHz thereby resulting in a transient variation in the system power (Figure 42a). There is a corresponding time-dependent variation in the temperature
Figure 42: Transient analysis of a 16-cores system compressing images at 24 images/sec throughput rate, and the channel bitrate switches from 54Mbps to 27Mbps and back to 54Mbps. (a) SPU versus time. (b) Temperature of the photodiode tier and the corresponding PSNR versus time.

of the photodiode tier and hence, the image quality (Figure 42b).

The above analysis shows that there is a correlation between the image quality, the channel data rate, the lighting conditions, core configurations, and the image throughput demand. The image quality varies with time due to the time-varying nature of the wireless channel bitrate (and hence, power dissipation) and the thermal capacity of the stack.

3.4.4 Temporal Noise

This section evaluates the effect of temporal noise to the image quality under varying lighting condition, image throughput, and channel bitrate. The analysis considers the starry night, Lena, and the airplane images as representatives for the dark, normal, and bright images respectively. First we look at the effect of the varying image throughput to the PSNR values considering multicore systems with varying clock speed up to 50 MHz, and under a very fast off chip bitrate. Then, we look at the effect of varying channel condition to the image quality considering a constant performance throughput target of 24 images/second.
Figure 43: Temporal noise squared output voltage across temperature and illumination.

The case study for the temporal analysis in this section is similar to the corresponding analysis in the spatial noise section.

The squared output temporal noise voltage plot across variations in temperature and illumination is shown in Figure 43. The temporal noise level is significantly lower than the spatial noise level (Figure 36a). Figure 44 and Figure 45 shows the corresponding image degradation due to temporal noise for the multicore systems with varying image throughput and the multicore systems with varying channel bitrate respectively. These results display a trend that is consistent with the results from spatial noise analysis. However, the high PSNR values demonstrate that distortions due to temporal noise is less significant compared to spatial noise.

### 3.4.5 The Effect of Spatial and Temporal Noise to Image Quality

The effect of varying lighting condition, image throughput, and channel bitrate to the image quality due to both spatial and temporal noise is discussed in this section. The case studies for the analysis are the multicore systems with varying clock speed up to 50 MHz and a very fast off chip bitrate, and the multicore systems with varying channel condition with a
Figure 44: Effect of the lighting condition to the image quality due to temporal noise: (a) scene with dark lighting, (b) scene with normal lighting, and (c) scene with bright lighting. The throughput corresponds to the following SPU clock speed: 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 MHz.

Figure 45: Effect of the wireless channel bitrate on the image quality due to temporal noise: (a) scene with dark lighting, (b) scene with normal lighting, and (c) scene with bright lighting. The image throughput is 24 images/sec.
Figure 46: Effect of the lighting condition to the image quality due to spatial and temporal noise: (a) scene with dark lighting, (b) scene with normal lighting, and (c) scene with bright lighting. The throughput corresponds to the following SPU clock speed: 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 MHz.

A constant performance throughput target of 24 images/second similar to the case studies in the temporal analysis section. Figure 46 and Figure 47 show that the PSNR level of results from the total noise analysis is almost at the same level as the results from the spatial noise analysis shown in Figure 39 and Figure 41, which conclude that the effect of temporal noise to the image distortion is marginal compared to spatial noise.

3.4.6 The Effect of Varying Thermal Conductance

The rest of the analysis considers only spatial noise, since previous sections have shown that the effect of temporal noise is marginal. In this section, we analyze how temperature of the photodiode tier changes with a change in the average conductivity between the tiers (i.e. thermal conductivity of the die-to-die interface in the 3D stack which includes the BEOL and the bonding layer in Figure 32). We have also considered variations in the thermal conductance of the top cover (glass cover), and the bottom cover (interposer). The simulations are performed considering the 1-core and the 16-cores cases running at 50
Figure 47: Effect of the wireless channel bitrate on the image quality due to spatial and temporal noise: (a) scene with dark lighting, (b) scene with normal lighting, and (c) scene with bright lighting. The image throughput is 24 images/sec.

Figure 48: Effect of varying thermal conductance in the (a) die-to-die interface, (b) top glass cover, and (c) bottom interposer to the thermal coupling and image quality.
MHz clock speed, and assuming 250C ambient. We use the gray-scale 512X512 pixels Lena image for our experiment. The thermal conductances are scaled with respect to their values in Table I. A decrease in thermal conductance of the die-to-die interface results in higher overall temperature and hence, degrades image quality (Figure 48a). As the thermal conductance of the glass cover is increased, more heat is allowed to flow and escape through the top cover. Consequently, the temperature of the photodiode tier is reduced, and the image quality improved (Figure 48b). Reducing the thermal conductance of the interposer prevents the heat from escaping through the bottom layer. As a result, the temperature across all tiers increases and the image quality degrades (Figure 48c).

3.4.7 Alternate 3D-Stacking Scenarios
The different sizes of the SPU and memory die, raises the multiple possibilities of stack organizations. We perform analysis on three possible scenarios to vertically stack the image sensor system, as shown by Figure 49. We consider 24 images/sec compression throughput, 2-cores and 16-cores system configurations and a channel bitrate of 54Mbps. Figure 50 shows the temperature of the photodiode tier and the image quality for various stack scenarios.

**Case 1** The SPU is placed at the bottom tier, below the image buffer tier. This organization has been used for the prior results in this paper. This results in the maximum temperature and the minimum image quality.

**Case 2** The image buffer with the largest die area is placed at the bottom tier. TSV connections between the ADC and the image buffer have to pass through the SPU tier. The surface power density of the SPU tier and the volumetric power density of the stack remains the same, but placing the largest die at the bottom improves the heat spreading. Hence, the heat outflow improves compared to case 1, thereby reducing photodiode temperature and improving image quality.

**Case 3** The SPU is placed at the bottom tier (as in case 1), and the area of the SPU tier is expanded to match the area of the image buffer tier. The SPU core circuit is spread out
Figure 49: Alternative stacking scenarios for the image sensing system. (a) Case 1: SPU at the bottom of the stack. (b) Case 2: image buffer at the bottom of the stack. (c) Case 3: the SPU die area is widened to match the image buffer die area.

Figure 50: Effect of the alternative stacking scenarios on the temperature of the photodiode tier and the image quality.
across the entire die area. This reduces the overall power density of the SPU tier. Moreover, increasing area of the SPU tier provides more spreading opportunity for the heat generated from the ADC as well. Therefore, both the surface power density of the SPU as well as the volumetric power density of the 3D stack reduces, resulting in lowest temperature for the photodiode tier among all the cases and hence, better image quality. However, this configuration uses much more silicon than required, and hence, incur higher cost.

3.5 Summary

We have analyzed the relations between the power/performance of image compression unit and the noise characteristics of logarithmic image sensor when integrated in a 3D stack. A coupled power, thermal, and noise (fixed-pattern-noise, temporal noise, and CIS output voltage range) analysis framework is developed to correlate the architectural design choices, environmental conditions, power dissipation, and image quality in a 3D image sensors. The above analysis shows that due to the die-to-die thermal coupling, 3D integration of the image compression unit with the photo-diode array introduces new challenges to the noise management and the image quality control in an image sensor. The spatial (fixed-pattern) noise due to process variability, and the temporal noise elements (i.e. thermal, shot, flicker noise) have a weak dependence on the power dissipation in the compression unit, but the output voltage range of the sensor is significantly affected by the compression power. The time-varying nature of the power dissipation of the compression unit due to factors like different image throughput demands, lighting conditions, or wireless channel bandwidth, results in a dynamic variation in the quality of the image captured by the CMOS image sensor. As the 3D integration has a strong potential to significantly improve energy-efficiency of the image sensor, controlling the effect of die-to-die thermal coupling on the characteristics of the image sensor is crucial.
CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF HETEROGENEOUS INTEGRATION FOR THE 3D STACKED IMAGE SENSOR SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

Three Dimensional Integrated Circuit provides a vehicle for heterogeneous integration, i.e. circuit tiers are built with different process technology nodes. In the previous chapter, the 3D IC has been presented as a solution to improve power efficiency for a complete image sensor/compression system. However, the design has only considered synthesizing with a homogeneous technology node for both photo sensor and compression modules. Although 180nm process is highly optimized for designing photodiodes and pixel circuitries, its performance as a digital system lags behind the more advanced deep sub-micron processes. Unfortunately, access to the newest process technology does not improve CMOS image sensors. For example, a diode in standard CMOS process has low photo-sensitivity due to material characteristic that is opaque to the visible light spectrum [74]. Another potential disadvantage of technology scaling is the reduction in $V_{DD}$, which reduces the voltage swing of the analog signal representation in the CIS. With 3D integration technology the best of the two houses can be joined together. Since each component of the system (i.e. photo sensors, column circuits, ADCs, image buffer, and SPU) is placed on a separate layer, they can be designed on different wafers using different processes.

This chapter aims to assess the potential benefits that can be obtained through heterogeneous integration. The photosensor module is simulated with 180nm process, while the image compression module is scaled down to 90nm and 45nm processes. The structure of the 3D stack is shown in Figure 49a, in which the SPU is placed at the bottom tier below the image buffer. The SPU is synthesized using commercial tools. The performance of the system is evaluated considering multiple factors such as die area, compression throughput,
power, thermal coupling, and sensor noise. The effect of thermal coupling to the photosensor noise is modeled as discussed in Chapter 3. This noise introduces distortion to the compressed image, and the image quality is measured using peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) scale. Heterogeneous integration and multi-clock domain scheme is considered to further reduce the power consumption of the system. Although numerous work have qualitatively described the benefits of heterogeneous integration, no work has presented a quantitative analysis on the issues. Technology scaling provides reduction in the digital system power and die area. However the resulting increment in power density increases temperature at the photosensor, thus reducing the image quality. At the end of the analysis, a design based on low power process technology is presented for low performance application.

4.2 Motivation for Technology Scaling

Traditionally, technology scaling in digital circuit is aimed to achieve the following goals:

1. Increase transistor density.

2. Improve performance.

3. Reduces power dissipation.

In theory, scaling reduces the channel dimension by approximately 30% at each new generation, which translates to 50% reduction in total area, 30% reduction in capacitance, and reduction in gate delay. In addition, scaling reduces the supply voltage ($V_{DD}$) which reduces the switching power of the digital circuits. It is an attractive technique to significantly boost system performance.

However, as the channel length is reduced below 100nm, leakage power becomes an important source of power dissipator in the system. Figure 51 shows the percentage contributions of the leakage power of a single core SPU in 90nm and 45nm process [75]. When the SPU is in a low activity state, leakage power becomes the dominant contributor. These
percentage values are significantly higher than the leakage power in 180nm, which is constantly less than 1% of the total power. On the other hand, the power benefits from scaling down bulk CMOS is rapidly saturating. The channel length is comparable to the depletion width of the drain-body junction, giving rise to short channel effect. This results in an increased leakage current, $V_{th}$ roll-off, and $V_{th}$ reduction due to drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) [76].

To address the leakage current problem, researchers and industries have explored non planar transistor structures called FinFET. In FinFET, the gate is wrapped around its channel to give better electrostatic performance and better leakage control [77, 78, 79]. It is currently the state-of-the-art FET structure, which provides superior characteristics compared to planar CMOS device.

### 4.3 Experiment Setup

For this analysis, we consider the multisegment image compression architecture with 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-cores configurations. The SPU, image buffer and network are connected to a single supply voltage source. The DWT with serial Huffman compression algorithm is coded in Verilog hardware descriptive language (HDL) as an RTL to provide a basis for the
Table 4: List of Logic Gates for the Libraries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic gates</th>
<th>180nm</th>
<th>90nm</th>
<th>45nm</th>
<th>22nm FinFET</th>
<th>22nm TFET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOI21X1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFFX1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFFSRX1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVX1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVX2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVX4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVX8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND2X1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND3X1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR2X1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR3X1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAI21X1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR2X1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPU core. Digital logic libraries for various technology nodes are utilized to estimate power and performance and simulate technology scaling effect of the SPU. The image buffer is simulated as an SRAM design, in which its performance and power data is estimated using CACTI [57]. The network power and performance data is extracted from ORION [56]. The network power values are calibrated based on findings presented in [80], and its trend is crosschecked with DSENT [81].

A digital logic library consists of power-delay table and physical data of a list of logic gates that can be used for RTL synthesis and automated place and route. The RTL of the SPU, which is written in behavioral hardware descriptive language (HDL), is synthesized
into a structural HDL netlist using Synopsys Design Compiler tools. Next, switching activities of the SPU is simulated using Mentor Modelsim functional simulation tools by taking one of the test images as input vectors. Lastly, the power-delay table is used to perform a static timing analysis and power estimation of the design using Synopsys Primetime. For this chapter, we use 180nm, 90nm, 45nm, and 22nm logic libraries. Device models for the 90nm, 45nm, and 22nm are taken from predictive technology model developed by Arizona State University. Physical and area data is provided by TSMC180, Synopsys-90, and NCSU FreePDK45. A minimum set of logic gates are used to maintain simplicity and consistency across process technologies. The libraries are recharacterized across different $V_{DD}$ levels to obtain power-delay tables for $V_{DD}$ sweep analysis. Table 4 shows the list of gates used for our logic libraries. A device model that is suitable for low performance operation based on Tunnel FET (TFET) is developed in house and discussed in the subsequent section. No physical and area data is available for the FinFET and TFET logic library. These libraries maintain a smaller list than the bulk CMOS.
Table 5: Effect of Heterogeneous Integration to the Die Area of the 3D-Stack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Cores</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photosensor area (mm²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180nm</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>6.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image buffer area (mm²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180nm</td>
<td>32.79</td>
<td>32.67</td>
<td>34.61</td>
<td>35.44</td>
<td>36.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90nm</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>7.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45nm</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPU area (mm²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180nm</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>13.19</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>28.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90nm</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45nm</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Effect of Heterogeneous Integration to Die Area of the 3D-Stack

The impact of technology scaling to the area of the SPU and the image buffer is shown in Figure 52a and Figure 52b respectively. The area reduces by a factor of 4 as the device is scaled from 180nm to 90nm, and from 90nm to 45nm. This trend follows the traditional area reduction of 50% per generation. The SPU area increases non-linearly with increasing number of cores, meanwhile the frame area is relatively constant because the image size does not change. Table 5 shows the tier-by-tier area comparison between the image sensor and the image processing modules in the 3D stack.
4.5 Power
4.5.1 Effect of Technology Scaling to Power

In the following investigation, the image processing module (SPU, image buffer, and network) is simulated using 180nm, 90nm, and 45nm process libraries to model and understand the change in power dissipation associated with technology scaling. First, we examine the system’s power usage and pure processing capability with unrestricted data output bitrate. The SPU is set to have 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-cores configurations with a single clock domain to control SPU, image buffer, and network clock signal. As the system clock is increased, compression throughput and power dissipation go up. Figure 53 shows the power curve of the multicore system as a function of image throughput, simulated using different process libraries. By scaling down the feature size, the same amount of throughput rate is achieved with reduced power dissipation. However, the network and image buffer power is increasingly dominant as feature size scales down. Although dynamic power significantly reduces, leakage power reduction has been marginal as compared to dynamic power. In addition, the leakage power of the network goes up with increasing parallelism, especially at low throughput region. Figure 54 shows power curves of the SPU, image buffer, and network in an 8-cores configuration. At 90nm and 45nm, leakage power accounts up to 50% and 70% of the network power respectively. At low throughput region where SPU activity is low, the network is the dominant power dissipator. This leakage power increases with increasing number of cores, which reduces power efficiency of extensive parallelism in low throughput operation. Dynamic power of the SPU and image buffer increases with image throughput because of the increased activity as the system compresses more images per second. But dynamic power of the network remains relatively constant because increasing the clock speed of the network reduces the dynamic energy of the router.

Next, we consider a multi-clock domain implementation of the system. In this scheme, the SPU is operated in a reduced clock speed, while the network and image buffer is operated in an increased clock speed, such that each memory access is completed virtually in
Figure 53: Power curves of the multicore system as a function of image throughput simulated in (a) 180nm, (b) 90nm, and (c) 45nm process libraries.

Figure 54: Power curves of the 16-cores SPU, image buffer, and network as a function of image throughput simulated in (a) 180nm, (b) 90nm, and (c) 45nm process libraries.
one SPU clock period. A discussion related to this scheme is presented in Chapter 2. For this experiment, we take an 8-cores system, sweep the SPU clock-speed from 1 MHz to 100 MHz, and estimate the image throughput. The SPU, image buffer, and network is supplied by one $V_{DD}$ source. Figure 55 shows the potential power reduction of the multi-clock domain scheme. At low throughput region, power reduction is relatively small because the SPU has low activity. One characteristic of the multi-clock domain is the SPU clock speed is reduced with the expense of increasing image buffer and network clock speed. At high throughput region, the SPU is the major power contributor, therefore reducing the workload of the SPU helps reduce power. The average power saving values of the multi-clock domain scheme in 180nm, 90nm, and 45nm are approximately 27%, 26%, and 23% respectively. It means that the reduction of the SPU dynamic power is greater than the increase in the image buffer and network dynamic power.

4.5.2 Second Degree Heterogeneous Integration of the Compression Module

In this section, we investigate the possibility of synthesizing the SPU and image buffer/network in different process technology in order to achieve minimum power. In deep sub-micron
process, leakage power dominates and may overshadow dynamic power saving from technology scaling. In addition, dynamic/leakage power balance of all digital components in the compression module shifts with changes in the activity level of the system. To minimize power consumption across various activity level, we consider synthesizing each component (i.e. SPU, network router, and image buffer) using different process library. We take an 8-cores system, scale down all the components (SPU, network, or image buffer), and compare each component separately across different technology node. Figure 56 shows the results of this comparisons. The SPU power in the 180nm is significantly higher than in 90nm and 45nm. This is because dynamic power in 180nm process is much higher than in 90nm and 45nm, and it contributes more than 70% of the SPU power. The image buffer power reduces with decreasing feature size. The router power, which is dominated by leakage power, reduces as it is scaled from 180nm to 90nm. When the router is scaled from 90nm to 45nm, power reduction only happens at regions where $V_{DD}$ of the 45nm system is lower than the 90nm system.

In this experiment we introduce a 2nd degree of heterogeneity by synthesizing the SPU and image buffer/network in 45nm and 90nm respectively and compare them against the
Figure 57: Power comparison between 1st degree heterogeneous and 2nd degree heterogeneous integration of the compression module. In 1st degree heterogeneous system, the compression module is implemented in one process node (90nm or 45nm). In 2nd degree heterogeneous system, the compression module is implemented using 90nm and 45nm for the image buffer/network and SPU respectively.
1st degree heterogeneous system. The network router, which uses a significant amount of power in deep sub-micron, consumes more power at 45nm than at 90nm. The network are placed at the same tier as the image buffer. Figure 57 shows that a 2nd degree heterogeneity within the compression module yields approximately 9% higher power consumption than the 45nm compression module in the region with 53 images/sec throughput or higher, but has an average of 29% lower power in the region with lower than 53 images/sec throughput. Note that the network routers, when operated at certain supply voltage and clock speed (e.g. $V_{DD}$ at 0.4V and clock speed at 7 MHz) yields lower leakage power in 90nm than in 45nm. Although network router power in 90nm is lower than 45nm, the image buffer power in 90nm is higher than in 45nm. In the region between 9 images/sec and 20 images/sec, the 90nm compression module has 7% lower power than the 45nm compression module. At this region, $V_{DD}$ of both 45nm and 90nm systems is at 0.4V. At region with lower than 9 images/sec throughput, $V_{DD}$ of the 45nm compression module reduces to 0.3V while $V_{DD}$ of the 90nm compression module saturates at 0.4V, thus leakage power of the 45nm compression module becomes lower than the leakage power of the 90nm compression module.

4.6 Power Efficiency for a Wireless Image Sensor Node

In this section we consider a low power wireless image sensor design (Figure 58). This sensor node is part of a larger Wireless Sensor Network system that is deployed to monitor a remote area. Image data that is captured is compressed and transmitted to a base station. The algorithm used for compression consists of DWT and Huffman coding. The multi-segment compression with serial Huffman scheme is considered as the architecture of the compression module. The power dissipation of the ADC is taken into account in estimating the overall power of the system. This section presents two different optimization problems:

1. Given a fixed power budget, we maximize throughput of the image sensor

2. Given a fixed target throughput, we minimize power consumption
4.6.1 Maximizing Throughput for a Given Power Budget

The analysis in this section assumes a Wireless Sensor Network with a wireless channel bitrate of 54 Mbps. The system consists of a 5 tiers stack as shown in Figure 49a. The ADC tier hosts 256 ADC units to support high performance imaging. The ADCs cluster consumes 230.4 mWatt of power. A discussion related to the ADC power is presented in Chapter 3. The image size is 512X512. With a homogenous 180nm design synthesis, achieving 24 images/sec throughput requires 260 mWatt of total power consumption, in which. In the above set up, the compression module is configured with 8-cores SPU, which gives the least power consumption compared to 1-, 2-, 4-, and 16-cores configuration. Next, given a fixed power budget of 260 mWatt, we change the integration schemes of the compression module to boost the performance of the system. Several integration schemes have been discussed in this dissertation such as 3D-stacking, multiclock domain scheme, technology scaling, and heterogeneity within compression module. Figure 59a presents the improvement in the performance of the system as we change the integration scheme of the compression module. The different integration schemes are listed as follow:

1. 3D-integration of the compression module in 180nm process with single clock scheme,
2. 3D-integration of the compression module in 90nm process with single clock scheme,

3. 3D-integration of the compression module in 45nm process with single clock scheme,

4. 3D-integration of the compression module with 2nd degree heterogeneous 45nm SPU, 90nm network/image buffer, and single clock scheme,

5. 3D-integration of the compression module in 45nm with multi clock domain scheme, and

6. 3D-integration of the 2nd degree heterogeneous 45nm SPU and 90nm network/image buffer with multi-clock domain scheme.

Scaling down the compression module from 180nm to 90nm increases image throughput by 70%. As channel length is scaled down, dynamic energy of the compression system significantly reduces, which allows increased throughput for a given power budget. Scaling down the compression module from 90nm to 45nm increases image throughput by only 1.6%. The increased in throughput from technology scaling saturates due to limitation in the channel bandwidth. It takes between 5 to 39 ms for the transmitter to send an image under a 54 Mbps channel bitrate. Next, we introduce heterogeneity in the compression module by synthesizing the SPU in 45nm technology, and the network/image buffer in 90nm technology. The boost in image throughput from 45nm compression module to 2nd degree heterogeneous 90/45nm compression module is less than 1%. Although, leakage power reduces, improvement in energy efficiency is limited due to the increase in dynamic energy as network/image buffer is scaled up to 90nm. Implementing a multi clock scheme to the 45nm compression module increases the image throughput by 6.5%. Multi clock scheme yields to reduction in the dynamic energy of the SPU, which allows extra power budget to boost the clock speed of the system, thus increasing throughput. Moving from heterogeneous 90/45nm compression module with single clock scheme to heterogeneous 90/45nm compression module with multi clock scheme increases throughput by less than
1%. This is because the increase in the compression energy of the network/image buffer is almost equal to the reduction of the compression energy of the SPU.

Next, we analyze the distortion introduced in the image due to thermal coupling. The analysis considers the wireless image sensor node application discussed in the previous section. The SPU is placed at the bottom of the stack, below the image buffer tier. Technology scaling and the various power reduction scheme changes the die area as well as the power dissipation of the system, thus altering the power density of the whole system. Temperature at the photosensor tier is highly coupled with power dissipated by the ADC, SPU, image buffer, network, and other components in the system such as wireless transmitter. This changes in temperature, coupled with process variations in the photosensor die, lead to variations in the fixed pattern noise behavior and output range of the pixel circuitry. In addition temporal noise also increases with temperature, although our previous analysis shows that the temporal noise level is more than 10X lower than the fixed pattern noise. The test image considered in this analysis is the Lena image. Figure 59b presents image quality of wireless image sensor node configured with the above schemes. With the given 260 mWatt power budget, the system with 180nm compression module has the lowest distortion (highest PSNR value), and the system with 45nm compression module has the highest distortion (lowest PSNR value). The 180nm compression module has the highest die area, providing extra room for heat to spread and dissipate. Note that the image quality (PSNR value) for the single-clock 45nm module is similar to the multi-clock 45nm module, because power density of the two are the same. The 2nd degree heterogeneous 90nm network/image buffer with 45nm SPU has higher power density than the 90nm compression module but lower power density than the 45nm compression module, which results in a lower PSNR value than the 90nm compression module but higher than the 45nm compression module.
Figure 59: Performance and image quality comparison of the wireless image sensor node synthesized in various integration schemes. (a) Change in image throughput. (b) Change in image quality.
4.6.2 Minimizing Power for a Given Target Throughput

The analysis in this section aims to investigate a power efficient design of the wireless image sensor node. We assume the desired compression throughput is 24 images/second and the wireless channel bitrate is 54 Mbps. The number of ADCs used in this analysis section is reduced to 16 to reduce ADC power consumption. As a result, the die area consumed by the ADC reduces significantly, thus the column circuitry and the ADCs can be placed together in a single tier, as illustrated by Figure 60. The power consumption of the ADC is 14.4 mWatt. The core configuration (i.e. number of cores, clock speed, and integration scheme) is optimized to achieve its minimum power. We compare power dissipation of the sensor node across the different integration schemes that are introduced in the previous section.

The above problem is an optimization in which the solution is provided through design space exploration. The problem is defined as follow:

optimize: $n_{core}, f_{spu}$, and the integration scheme ($\mathcal{S}$)
to minimize: $Power$
under the constraints: $IPS \geq IPS_0$ and $f_{bitrate} = F_{bitrate}$
where: $IPS_0 = 24$ images/sec and $F_{bitrate} = 54$ Mbps
Therefore, the design space is a three-dimensional table that can be described as

\[
U_{IR} \equiv \{(n_{core}, f_{spu}, S) : IPS \geq IPS_0, f_{bitrate} = F_{bit0}\}
\]  (17)

and power dissipation of the system is a function of the core configurations

\[
P = f(n_{core}, f_{spu}, S)
\]  (18)

in which we select \( f_{spu} \) and \( n_{core} \) that returns the minimum power solution

\[
Power = \min_{n_{core}, f_{spu}, S \in U_{IR}}(P(n_{core}, f_{spu}, S))
\]  (19)

Figure 61a presents the power comparison of the system in various integration schemes. The different integration schemes \((S)\) are listed as follow:

1. 2D-integration of SPU and image buffer in 180nm process with single clock scheme,
2. 3D-integration of the compression module in 180nm process with single clock scheme,
3. 3D-integration of the compression module in 90nm process with single clock scheme,
4. 3D-integration of the compression module in 45nm process with single clock scheme,
5. 3D-integration of the compression module with 2nd degree heterogenous 45nm SPU, 90nm network/image buffer, and single clock scheme,
6. 3D-integration of the compression module in 45nm with multi clock domain scheme, and
7. 3D-integration of the 2nd degree heterogeneous 45nm SPU and 90nm network/image buffer with multi-clock domain scheme.

Moving from 2D-stack to 3D-stack reduces power by 36%. In the 2D-stack, the SPU is placed side-by-side with the image buffer, thus limiting the number of interconnects between them. We assume there is only one memory port that connects the SPU to the
Figure 61: Power and image quality comparison of the wireless image sensor node synthesized in various integration schemes. (a) Change in power. (b) Change in image quality.
image buffer in the 2D-integration scheme. This memory port creates a bottle neck for the image data flow, significantly increasing lateral traffic movements in the network, which raises power dissipation. Scaling down the 3D-stack from 180nm to 90nm reduces the power by 81%. At 90nm, 8-cores configuration is more power efficient than 16-cores configuration by 8%. Technology scaling is shown to rapidly reduces dynamic power. However, it also increases static power, thus making parallelism increasingly expensive. As the technology is scaled down, low parallelism is more efficient than high parallelism. This trend is also observed at 45nm, in which 8-cores configuration has 11% lower power than 16-cores configuration. Next, the heterogeneous compression module is presented by synthesizing the SPU with 45nm process while the image buffer and network with 90nm process. The image buffer and the network has a high leakage power component, and scaling them up to 90nm reduces this leakage power, and ultimately it reduces total power consumption of the system. Next, the multi-clock domain scheme is applied to the 45nm compression module to reduce the clock speed of the SPU. The SPU is consuming majority of the power, thus going from the single clock 45nm compression module to multi clock 45nm compression module results in 27% reduction in power. Finally, applying multi-clock domain scheme to the 2nd degree heterogeneous 90/45nm compression module is not as beneficial as in the homogenous 45nm compression module. This is because with multi-clock domain scheme, the image buffer and the network is working in high clock speed, therefore its dynamic power is also high.

Figure 61b shows that the system in 45nm has the lowest image quality. This is because, although power dissipation of the compression module is lower in 45nm than in 180nm or 90nm, the die area of this system is also smaller than in the 180nm and 90nm processes. In addition, it has higher power dissipation than the 90/45nm compression module and the multi-clock 45nm compression module. The system with multi-clock 90/45nm compression module has the highest PSNR value. This is because multi-clock significantly reduces power consumption of the SPU, thus reducing the heat generated by the SPU.
4.7 Optimizing for Low Power Low Throughput Operation

In this section, low performance design of the wireless image sensor node is considered. Low power low performance application generally has a strict power requirement. In addition, it normally has limited capacity to store data. For example, image throughput for traffic cameras ranges between 1 to 5 images/second [82]. Monitoring devices deployed in non-busy area have lower than 1 images/second throughput. This section investigates synthesizing low throughput image compression system with low power device library to further reduce power consumption of the system.

4.7.1 Electrical Characteristics of the TFET Device Model

Tunnel FET (TFET) is a type of field-effect transistor aimed towards low energy electronics. In the TFET device, current conduction is invoked by quantum tunneling carriers from source to drain, rather than by thermionic injection typically found in conventional MOSFET device. TFET transistor is a gated p-i-n junction structure. A typical n-TFET device, shown in Figure 62, comprises of a p-type source, an n-type drain, and an intrinsic channel whose electrostatic potential is controlled by a gate terminal. The device is operated by applying a gate bias voltage to lower the conduction band of the intrinsic region, effectively narrowing the barrier width to allow band-to-band-tunneling of electrons from the valence band of the p-type source to the conduction band of the n-type drain.

A planar TFET structure with 22nm channel length is used to synthesize an ultra low power SPU. For this purpose, we consider the III-V GaSb/InAs source/channel heterojunction TFET (HTFET) which has higher performance than Si based TFET [79]. Table 6 lists the process/geometrical parameters of the TFET used in this study. A drain underlap of 4nm is utilized to suppress ambipolarity in the device. A doping gradient of 2nm/decade is considered at the source/channel junction to enhance on-current. Process to improve its doping gradient is discussed in [83]. A non-local BTBT model [84] is assumed. A non-local BTBT model adaptively searches for the steepest electric field gradient with changing bias conditions and identifies the shortest tunneling path. The BTBT parameters are
Figure 62: Schematic and band diagram of a TFET.

Table 6: TFET Process Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>InAs/GaSb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source material</td>
<td>GaSb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel material</td>
<td>InAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source doping</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{19}$/cm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain doping</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{17}$/cm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric</td>
<td>Al$_2$O$_3$/HfO$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workfunction</td>
<td>4.85eV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 63: Transconductance of the n-TFET and n-FinFET models.

also calibrated against the characteristics reported in [85]. A Hurkx trap-assisted-tunneling (TAT) model [86] is used to estimate the off-current.

Figure 63 shows the drain current ($I_{DS}$) comparison between the GaSb/InAs HTFET and the FinFET. The HTFET achieves $I_{ON}$ that is comparable to the FinFET device due to the extremely narrow band-gap at the source/channel junction [85]. It has an $I_{OFF}$ that is 50X lower than the FinFET. This gives the HTFET a higher $I_{ON}/I_{OFF}$ ratio than the FinFET. At low $V_{GS}$, the HTFET has a subthreshold slope that is much steeper than the FinFET, although it degrades as $V_{GS}$ increases. These characteristics make the HTFET a superior device in low voltage low power operation.

4.7.2 TFET Based Digital Logic Library

To synthesize a TFET based digital system, a TFET standard cell library is required. In this chapter, a simple logic library with a minimum number of standard gates are developed. Although various TFET compact models have been previously developed and presented [87, 88, 89], this work utilizes a simplified look-up-table approach for its device model. A flow diagram to generate the TFET library is shown in Figure 64. At first, electrical
characteristics of TFET are simulated using Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD tools with bias conditions finely varying over the operating range. Next, SPICE compatible Verilog-A table models are constructed by interpolating these values with quadratic spline. Then, a set of SPICE based test vectors is generated for each cell using Cadence Encounter Library Characterizer (ELC) tools. Finally, the generated test vectors and the Verilog-A based TFET device model are simulated in HSPICE to construct the power-delay table necessary for logic synthesis. Note that a different type of flip-flop is required in TFET. Master slave flip-flop is commonly implemented using a transmission gate design. However, TFET is a unidirectional device because its source has different polarity from its drain. This issue is solved by replacing the transmission gates with tri-state inverters as shown in Figure 65.
4.7.3 Simulation Results

For this experiment we consider a low performance wireless image sensor node for monitoring a parking lot. The expected image throughput is between 1 to 3 images/sec. The image resolution is 512X512. The photosensor module has only one ADC. The wireless channel bitrate is 12 Mbps. The SPU is synthesized using 45nm MOSFET, 22nm FinFET, and 22nm HJTFET libraries. Figure 66a shows the SPU power. The power consumption of the SPU synthesized in 45nm MOSFET is higher than in 22nm FinFET because of a significantly higher leakage current. In this low throughput region, leakage power of the 45nm SPU dominates, thus the decrement of SPU power consumption with decreasing throughput saturates. In addition, Figure 66a indicates that synthesizing the SPU with HJTFET, in this low throughput region, yields approximately 60% to 70% lower SPU power than FinFET. Figure 66b shows the SPU power when compressing with a throughput rate of 1 image/sec. The power optimal configuration is determined to be an 8-cores SPU with 600 kHz clock speed. The supply voltage is set to 0.4 V for both HJTFET and FinFET design. The HJTFET is shown to be more power efficient than the FinFET, in this low throughput region, due to a higher sub-threshold slope of the HJTFET. The power of the SPU synthesized with HJTFET is approximately 65% lower than the FinFET SPU.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, the power and die area reduction of the image processing module due to technology scaling is presented. We started with analyzing the area of the SPU and image buffer. It is shown that area reduces by 75% when the device is scaled from 180nm to 90nm and from 90nm to 45nm. Next, we analyze the power dissipation of the system in 180nm. Our results shows that the SPU is the power hungry module in the system. By scaling down the technology, dynamic power is significantly reduced, however leakage power starts to increase. At 45nm, the network and image buffer power is high, and it is at comparable level with the SPU. In the low performance operation region, network/image-buffer power
Figure 66: Power comparison of the SPU of the low performance wireless image sensor synthesized in (a) 45nm MOSFET, 22nm FinFET, and 22nm HJTFET with varying throughput, (b) 22nm FinFET and 22nm HJTFET at 1 image/second throughput.

is higher than the SPU power. Leakage power dominates due to the low activity in the system, and choosing for high parallelism becomes an inefficient solution. In the high performance operation region, SPU power is higher than network/image buffer power. SPU activity is high, and dynamic power dominates. The noise level at the photosensor tiers are directly related to temperature, which is determined by the power density and thermal coupling behavior of the 3D-stack. As the technology is scaled down, total power dissipation reduces, but the area reduces with it. The results show that image quality generally reduces with technology scaling.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary and Contribution

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a methodology for designing a 3D-integrated image processing system for low power, network based applications. Image data is generally huge in size, thus applying a compression technique as the first processing step is critical to reduce resource consumption, such as storage space and power. Many advanced compression algorithms require heavy computation, thus achieving real time compression with low power budget is challenging. This thesis thoroughly investigates, at the system level, the prospect of vertically stacking the signal processing module with the imager storage element in a 3D structure, and applying a parallel computing paradigm as an integrated solution to reduce the workload of the signal processing unit, ultimately reducing power consumption. A design methodology is developed by studying the relations between the controllable design parameters (i.e. number of cores, clock speed), uncontrollable variables from the environment (i.e. image lighting, transmission channel bitrate), and power/performance of the system. In studying the methodology, the following contributions are presented:

1. System level modeling of a 3D integrated image sensing/compression system that considers the correlation between design choices, power, performance, thermal coupling, and noise.

2. Analysis of the implication of the architecture, design parameters, external environment factors, and technology scaling to the power, performances, and image quality of the system.

3. Multi-segment image compression architecture that utilizes the benefits of 3D-stacking and multicore processing for image sensing/compression application.
The multi-segment image compression architecture is presented in Chapter 2. In designing the architecture, an implementation of the discrete wavelet transform based compression algorithm is considered. This algorithm is characterized by intensive interactions between the image storage element and the signal processing unit. The image buffer is vertically stacked on top of the signal processing unit to increase data flow. Parallel computing method is applied by dividing the image into multiple segments, which increases the locality of image buffer access and reduce access time. However, the main objective is to introduce a divide and conquer strategy to reduce the workload of each signal processing unit, scale down the supply voltage, and save power. The image throughput and the power behavior of the multi-segment architecture is analyzed under varying off-chip channel bitrate. The core configuration and clock speed optimization for minimum power consumption is achieved through design space exploration. The effectiveness of the multi-segment architecture is analyzed for both 3D- and 2D-integration of the system. Our analysis shows that the multi-segment architecture benefits from the highly parallel connections of the 3D stack. At 180nm, dynamic power of the signal processing unit dominates the power budget. At the end, a multi-clock domain is introduced to further reduce dynamic power of the signal processing unit, but at the cost of an increased in the network/image buffer power.

In Chapter 3, an analysis framework to investigate the relations between the power/performance of the multi-segment image compression unit and the noise characteristics of the photosensor on the top tier is presented. Noise behavior of a logarithmic CMOS image sensor is studied. Logarithmic CMOS image sensor provides faster response and wider dynamic range than linear charge CMOS image sensor, but it is also prone to noise. A coupled power, thermal, and noise (spatial noise, temporal noise, and CIS output voltage range) analysis framework is developed to correlate the architectural design choices, environmental conditions, power dissipation, and image quality of the system. The signal processing
unit has no access to a heat sink, strictly limiting the heat dissipation capability of the system. The above analysis shows that due to the die-to-die thermal coupling, 3D integration introduces new challenges to the noise management and the image quality control. The spatial noise is caused by process variability. Our analysis suggests that it has weak dependence on the power dissipation of the system. However, the output voltage range of the sensor varies with temperature, and it is significantly affected by the compression and ADC power. On the other hand, the temporal noise is caused by electronic noise sources such as thermal noise, flicker noise, and shot noise. Out of the three, only thermal noise has a direct dependence with temperature. However, the level of the temporal noise is lower than the spatial noise by approximately a factor of ten. Naturally, power dissipation of the compression unit varies with time due to factors like different image throughput demands, lighting conditions, and wireless channel bandwidth. This power behavior ultimately causes dynamic variability in the image quality captured by the photosensor. Although the 3D integration has a strong potential to improve energy-efficiency of the image sensor, managing the effect of thermal coupling on the characteristics of the image sensor is critical.

In Chapter 4, the analysis framework is extended to study the effect of heterogeneous integration of the 3D-integrated image sensor system. The image compression module, which is a digital block, is synthesized using deep sub-micron process, while the photosensor module stays with 180nm process. Scaling down the digital block results in significant reduction of die area and power consumption. The rate of power reduction with technology scaling is determined by the activity level of the compression module, which varies with image throughput target and channel bandwidth. If the compression module is designed for high performance operation with high activity level, technology scaling provides huge advantage at discounting dynamic power of the system. However, if the compression module is designed for low performance low activity application, the power budget is dominated by leakage power, which increases as the channel length is scaled down. Nevertheless, area significantly reduces as the channel length is reduced. The noise level and quality of the
compressed image is influenced by changes in the power dissipation as well as die area of the system. At ultra low performance application range, the Tunnel FET is presented as a promising alternative to further reduce power consumption.

5.2 Recommendation for Future Work

To progress the research further, this work can be extended in a number of ways. As a first step, this dissertation primarily focused on synthesizing the signal processing unit with Tunnel FET, which is more power efficient than standard CMOS for low throughput image compression. The compression module includes not only signal processing module, but also image buffer and network router. The image buffer is made of arrays of SRAM cells. An HDL implementation of a network on chip is presented in [90, 91]. To model the power and performance of the compression module, a Tunnel FET implementation of the SRAM and network on chip is needed.

As a second step, the impact of thermal coupling to the power/performance of the image compression module needs to be analyzed. A raise in temperature increases leakage current and decreases carrier mobility, which lead to high leakage power and performance degradation. This feedback effect may be amplified due to lack of heat flow to remove heat from the 3D stack.

As a third step, investigating the effect of wireless channel noise due to interference to the image quality. In cases where interference level is high, the system has to either increase the transmit power or reduce the transmission bit per symbol rate. Therefore, managing wireless channel noise requires a tradeoff between available power budget and target performance of the system.
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